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Just mooved? Good choice!
WELCOME HOME

THERE MAY BE NO SECRETS IN A SMALL TOWN
BUT THERE ARE NO STRANGERS EITHER

Editorial - Caron 0274 127 062 | Advertising - Milly 027 827 4773 | Find us at 88 Arawa Street, Matamata (mostly!)
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Stuff with Caron...

ON CALL
SERVICE

W

To speak to the Nurse
Triage Service who will
contact our on-call service

FLU VACCINATIONS
AVAILABLE NOW

FREE for 65yrs + and those
under 65 with eligible
conditions

BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL

SUDOKU

ell hello and welcome to our scene. I need to start
by thanking my gorgeous friend Marie Todd for the
beautiful photo on today’s front page. She’s an extremely talented
photographer - and even with the whoosh of a deadline thrown
at her, she was happy to oblige! Although her and her husband
Glen are dairy farmers, livestock pics are not usually her point of
focus... ha ha see what I did there! What she does do however and exceptionally well I might add, is ‘people’ photography so if
you’re itching for an updated family pic, search her on good ole
Facey!
Anyway, ripping into it, it’s a bit more of the usual welcome
this issue as we say hi to all the new residents that have joined
our community throughout the rural region. Hopefully you’re all
settled and, whether you’re still living from box to box unpacking
as you need to, we hope you’ll very quickly realise what a
great place you have chosen to call home. There are loads of
local businesses, groups and organisations that have taken the
opportunity to introduce themselves this issue, so when you get
the chance to hit the streets, pop in and say hi. A good proportion
of the places you’ll visit are owned and operated by the very
people serving you which really is one of the nicest things about
living in a community like ours. Also, you certainly don’t have to
go far to find a friendly face that will be happy to point you in the
right direction no matter what your need or interest.
So, to introduce you to Scene – it’s also personally owned and
operated and quite different to most publications you might
be used to! It began 17 years ago with initial inspiration from
one of our true community matriarchs, the late Gaye Belton
– also known as SWMBO (She who must be obeyed!) Quite
coincidentally, that’s her daughter Jane down the bottom there
featured as our community goon for the week. She is every bit as
awesome as her mumma was and a woman who I am proud to
call a mate.
Anyway, back to my point... (you’ll notice as you get to know
Scene I tend to do that - perhaps a sign of an active mind - or
early onset of dementia... who knows!). Now Gaye didn’t
exactly say “Leave the local paper and start your own” but
she was very good at reminding people that if you believe in
something, then, regardless of the outcome, calculated risk is
courageous. In hindsight I guess, resigning my position as an
advertising consultant at the local rag that had been around for

Fill the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 to 9

NEW TO TOWN?

Welcome...come see us for:
Stationery | Books | Toys
Gifts | Lotto | Greeting Cards
Magazines | Gift Cards
NZ Post Services
85 Broadway, Matamata
Phone: 07 888 7694

Tim van de Molen
Your MP for Waikato
Welcoming all new
residents to the district
Tim.vandeMolenMP@parliament.govt.nz
0800 GET TIM (0800 438 846)
TimvandeMolenWaikato

Authorised by Tim van de Molen, Parliament Buildings, Wellington.
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60 something years, three young boys to support and just one
year of experience in the industry, starting Scene could indeed
be considered risky! I have been exceptionally fortunate over
the years however, to have had incredibly loyal support from our
local business community and the amazing people that make our
town the positive and vibrant place it is. You may notice that,
with a pretty relaxed and informal style, I’m not a journalist as
much as a writer, but nothing gives me more pleasure than to
celebrate the sunny side of life and focus on the good stuff.
Alongside me, my right hand (wo) ’man’ is Milly who, as
many of the locals will tell you, is equally passionate about our
community and – almost as mad as I am. She has been a crucial
part of Scene since I made the decision three and a half years ago
to publish weekly from fortnightly and between you and I, knows
more about this media lark than I could ever imagine. Unlike me,
most of her working life has been in the industry so although I
might be the honcho, in my opinion, she’s the boss! However we
do it each week though, we do it together - and whatever hair
brain idea is suggested by one of us is generally supported by
the other! Seriously though, we always welcome feedback and
if you have anything you might like to share, a visit, call or email
is always welcomed – we may just filter what we respond to
depending on its nature!
So with that said, this week we have focussed on not only some
of the awesomely cool stuff locals have been up to, but as you’ll
read later in the issue, a few historic background stories about
various icons in town. Probably one of those that are most special
to us all, is Pohlen Hospital and when you consider its humble
beginnings, you’ll soon understand why we all take a little bit of
personal ownership in the continued success and progression
of such a unique ‘small community’ one-stop-shop approach to
family healthcare. Too, the establishment of Centennial Drive –
one of our most beautiful scenic walks right on your doorstep,
has a history we can all be proud of. A team of incredibly cool
Development Society members have regular work days to ensure
it always looks beautiful and contribute literally hundreds of
volunteer hours each year. Take a walk through when you can
and I’m sure you will appreciate their efforts.
Well on that note, I guess the end of my space is looming so
be good, be kind and be careful and until next issue, I’ll see you
round like a scone. 

people...
OUR COMMUNITY...
Name: Jane Belton or JB.
Birthplace: In the birthing suite at Matamata
Maternity Hospital.
Status: Really you have to ask this
question…… Single.
Occupation: Best employee at Mimico.
Schooling: When actually at school, it
was Te Poi Primary, Matamata
Intermediate, Matamata College,
then later in life adult education
through Open Polytechnic and
Waikato University.
Family: Two cats.
Favourite food: Stewed apple and rhubarb crumble.
Best movie I’ve ever seen: The Usual Suspects.
Best book I read: Love, Sweat and Tears, autobiography by Zelie
Bullen.
My proudest moment: Being told we gave our mum a great send off
and that she would be proud of what I have done with my life.
Most embarrassing moment: So many… don’t know where to start,
but I just learn from them...
Favourite pastime: Gardening and DIY.
My friends would describe me as: LOUD, proud and loyal.
What I like most about our community: The friendly people and
the fact we have so many great people willing to stand up and do
anything - in, and for, this community to make it even better.
Extra note: It’s ironic that my profile is in the same edition as the Cow
Cocky feature - something I worked on for the seven years when I
worked at the Matamata Chronicle many years ago, so I know how
much work Caron and Milly will have put into this edition. Gaysie would
be so proud of you my friend…
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Gudday and welcome to Matamata
our place!
Library - a
community
O
space

n behalf of Council, welcome to the Matamata-Piako area. It’s great to have you
join our community and I hope you enjoy this place as much as I do.
Matamata-Piako is my home and is a fantastic place to live. You will find the locals in
our district friendly, welcoming and helpful.
There are a large number of social, sporting and cultural groups and clubs for whatever
your interests might be. Your local iSITE will have helpful staff that can help link you up
with local groups and activities.
Whether you choose walking, running, cycling or even a leisurely cruise in your car,
there are loads of ways to enjoy the natural beauty right on your doorstep. The Hauraki
Rail Trail leg from Matamata to Te Aroha is a great trip for the whole family.
If water is more your style you can make a trip to the heated outdoor pools at Swim
Zone Matamata.There are also plenty of parks and reserves and
playgrounds for families to enjoy – these are great places to
mix and mingle and meet like-minded people. The Firth
Tower Reserve and Wairere Falls are a great place to start.
If you enjoy staying indoors as the days get cooler we’ve
got three excellent libraries in our district, with a great
selection of physical and digital content as well as regular
activities for all ages.
Matamata has everything you need - from farm supplies
to giftware, and cafes and restaurants, and with the
drop in visitor numbers in recent years, every
dollar spent locally counts.
You can keep up to date with all things
happening in the district by following us on
Facebook, our website or my own Facebook
page (Matamata-Piako Mayor Ash Tanner),
or sign up to receive email updates at www.
mpdc.govt.nz/sign-up.
I look forward to meeting you out and
about in the community – if you see me
make sure to come and say hello.
 Ash Tanner, Mayor,
Matamata-Piako District.

FULL SERVICE

M

atamata Library is a welcoming
place for anyone who needs some
down-time, or to access the internet
through our computers or 24/7 Wifi
network. We provide access to thousands
of books, talking books, newspapers and
magazines, including online resources
through our platforms: BorrowBox,
ePlatform and PressReader.
Membership is free to anyone who lives
in Matamata-Piako district, and gives
you access to all these resources, as well
as everything in the Morrinsville and Te
Aroha Libraries.
We are also a hub of activity, offering
Wriggle and Rhyme sessions for babies;
Toddler Time for pre-schoolers; and
Code Club for school-aged kids each week
during the school term. Computer and
technology classes are offered throughout
the year.
With our extra shelving and refreshed
layout, Matamata library is a welcoming
place for the community to enjoy. “The
library is a community space and we
love seeing it used by our wonderful
community,” says library team leader,
Rachel. 

YOUR LOCAL

PICTURE FRAMERS
HUGE
FRAME
SALE

ON
NOW!

INCLUDING WORKSHOP AND READY MADE

FULL PHOTO
SERVICES AVAILABLE

CANVAS PHOTO PRINTS • WE FIX YOUR PHOTOS

Let us save, re-new or
re-create your photos

Reclaimed Clothing it’s new to you.
WE SELL
YOUR
CLOTHES

60 Arawa St

07 888 8560

JEWELLERS

Family owned and operated since 1979, we pride ourselves
on providing you with an extensive and diverse range of
quality jewellery backed by service and expertise.

Qualified On-Site Valuers | Gemmologists
Rhodium Plating | Chain Manufacturers
Watch Batteries & Straps| Jewellery Repairs

Plus... we are your local Engravers
We can engrave near on anything - including
animal tags!

We offer live streaming in our chapel
as well as most other locations.

Committed to connecting families through a time of grief.
77 Broadway Matamata | 07 888 8879

CREATING FREEDOM
IN YOUR BUSINESS

welcome's new families to the community.
6 Tamihana Street, Matamata | office@watersonsfuneralservices.co.nz
www.watersonsfuneralservices.co.nz

Accounting Services | Accounting Software Support | Business Advisory
Company Administration | HR Assistance | Payroll Services
Specialist Tax Advice | Trust Administration & Trustees

07 888 8002 | mail@cooperaitken.co.nz | www.cooperaitken.co.nz

Graeme Waterson | Fay Waterson | Ray Bestwick | Pam Bestwick | Jarrod Dunweg | Roy Martin | Isla Smith
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97 Taihoa North Rd, Matamata
481m2 House on 2.41 Ha Land
Grand homestead, panoramic views
Just 5 minutes drive to Matamata
This home is a must see!

0 2 1 0 2 7 9 30 9 5
so n n i a @ h a r v e y s. c o . n z

A U CTION

Onsite, 22 June 2022, 12pm

63 Arawa Street, Matamata
www.jodiandalan.co.nz

(unless sold prior)
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Licenced under REAA 2008. Action Realty Ltd MREINZ
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A warm welcome from our MP for Waikato
A

warm mighty Waikato welcome to all the farmers and
farming families who have relocated into the MatamataPiako District this 1 June Moving Day. Kia ora! We’re glad to have
you join us here in the wonderful Matamata area.
As a proud supporter of rural and provincial New Zealand, and
a former dairy farmer, I know well the everyday challenges of
farming life and acknowledge the extraordinary effort put into
relocating. Not only have you moved to a new farming position
but to a whole new community. Once you’ve had a chance to
settle in and establish your new daily routine, I urge you and
your family to take every opportunity to experience and
explore the local businesses, recreation activities, and
attractions our remarkable Matamata-Piako district and
wider Waikato electorate has to offer.
The Matamata community enjoys excellent local
facilities and services including; appealing retail
shopping options, quality schooling, professional
healthcare, creative spaces, civil amenities - library,
parks, community centres - popular eateries and
gathering places, and a wide range of commercial
and industrial businesses supporting rural and urban
needs. Matamata locals are lovers of sports and leisure
pursuits, so there are plenty of clubs, associations, and activities
to participate in and enjoy, whether competitive or social.
It’s my privilege to be your Member of Parliament for
Waikato. My Parliamentary roles include Spokesperson for
Defence, Veterans, and Horticulture, and Associate Spokesperson

Victoria, Lyn, Alex, Judith and Leanne would like to:

WELCOME ALL THE NEW FARMERS
AND FAMILIES TO THE DISTRICT.

Your local Natural Health care team delivering health and wellbeing

OSTEOPATHY

Back & Neck Pains | Sports Injuries | Headaches | ACC Registered
Muscle & Joint Pain | Occupational Overuse | Sciatica

NATUROPATH HERBALIST

Stress Management | Menopause & Women’s Issues
Digestive & Food Issues | Eczema Allergies & Sinus
Fatigue & Energy Issues | Children’s Issues

MASSAGE THERAPY

Sports/Deep Tissue Massage | Stress Relief & Relaxation
Reflexology | Myofascial Recovery | Lymphatic Drainage
Headaches & Migraines | Pregnancy Massage | Pain Relief

NURSE FOOT CARE CLINIC

Registered Nurse; Lyn Harris provides foot care to maintain mobility,
comfort and wellbeing. This includes toe nail care, callus management,
massage and foot health recommendations.
The team are able to treat a range of issues, so call today for a consultation.

KAIMAI NATURAL HEALTH CENTRE
www.kaimainaturalhealthcentre.co.nz
79 Arawa Street, Matamata | PHONE: 07 880 9700
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for Agriculture; I am your voice in Wellington. I encourage you to
come along to the local public meetings I host here; it’s a great
opportunity to hear about the issues facing our community and
to share your views and suggestions for the benefit of our local
community and country.
Having worked both on-farm and off, with a broad understanding,
experience, and both personal and professional success in the
primary industry sector, be assured you have my strong support.
Farmers and the associated agribusinesses which service the
primary sector are invaluable contributors to our country’s
economy, culture and legacy. Again, I warmly welcome you to the
district, and look forward to connecting with you. All the best in
your new home.
Should you need assistance, please reach out to me and my
Parliamentary Service team in the Waikato Electorate Office at
190 Thames Street, Morrinsville on 0800 GET TIM (0800 438
846) or email Tim.vandeMolenMP@parliament.govt.nz. We can
support you in navigating issues with Government agencies and
non-Government organisations, listen to your concerns, and
provide advice and guidance where possible. If you’re keen to
be involved with the politics and policy side of things, we hold
party events and meetings here in the electorate throughout the
year and you’re welcome to join us. You can also follow me online
where I share my views and latest updates; Facebook - Facebook.
com/TimvandeMolenWaikato, Instagram - timvandemolenmp
and Twitter @TimvandeMolenMP.
 Tim van de Molen.
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Proud to throw his hat in the ring
C

urrently a Te Aroha ward
Councillor, Russell Smith has
put his hat in the ring to contest the
upcoming election for the position
of Mayor. He’s a passionate local, a
great advocate for his hometown of
Te Aroha, and is keen to extend that
advocacy to the whole district.
Having been in a leadership
position at Fonterra for the past
20 years, Russell says serving
with the New Zealand Army
for 15 years prior to that gave
him an excellent grounding
in leading successful teams,
and the discipline to get the
job done. He has been a loyal
member of the Te Aroha RSA
and, as well as being awarded
a Life Membership there, is
currently vice President and
Head of Welfare. Russell also
MPDC Councillor, Russell Smith.
represents Matamata Piako
District Council on the Civil Defence Emergency Management
group. “First and foremost, it is likely the next elected council
could well include an equal split of new councillors” says Russell,
“so bringing the team together to represent the district in the
best way possible is absolutely critical. I believe my pragmatic,
committed and solid approach makes me the right Mayor to
achieve this – and, with that cohesion, continue the great work
that has been done over the last three years across the district.
It’s also the perfect opportunity to welcome our first Maori ward
councillor to the table as seamlessly as possible. This is a first
in our short history and a move I believe, that will be extremely
beneficial.”
Although Russell is very aware he could be considered one of
the less experienced councillors putting himself forward for the
mayoral role, he has great admiration for the honesty, integrity

and determination consistently displayed by current mayor,
Ash Tanner. “I have been friends with Ash for many years” says
Russell, “and although I’m not going to compare myself to him,
I do have a great deal of respect and admiration for the style in
which he has conducted himself and what he has achieved during
his time. Like Ash, I intend to be my authentic self and do the best
I can while supported by a fantastic team.”
Looking forward to the next couple of years, Russell says it will
be an extremely progressive time throughout the district, and
one he is excited about. “Whether it’s the continuation of the
MPDC relationship with Matamata Chamber of Commerce and
other likeminded volunteer groups, the Morrinsville recreation
ground or the Te Aroha Spa complex, a lot is happening” he
says. “Community meetings of late have also highlighted the
importance of safety and security and that is an area I will be
particularly interested in. On a larger scale of course, there are
areas of concern we, as local government, have little control over
– such as Three waters, and although I don’t support it, I don’t see
the current government throwing it out. I believe it’s going to be
important to accept changes and move forward.”
Another area of importance, is the repeal of the Resource
Management Act which, adds Russell, is likely to have a direct
impact for local government - and introducing subsequent
changes will need to be well managed. “A review of local
government is currently underway so how that will look in the
future is something we are going to have to navigate” he says,
“but that will certainly be done with our eyes open.”
Regardless of the outcome of the October election, Russell is
committed to encouraging openness, honesty, transparency and
consultation. We need to bring everybody along on the journey
he says. “I am a strong advocate for community input and see
initiatives like the Pride of Place projects across our three towns
as good examples of positive local governance. “We’re going out
to our communities and asking them what they want. It’s already
happening in Matamata and will soon kick off in Morrinsville. We
always strive to hear you but, more than that, I am standing to
really listen! Matamata-Piako has an exciting future ahead and I
would be proud to lead our district as we achieve it.” 

The ang Heart of
Matamata!

Meet old friends & make new ones in
a friendly atmosphere

Fully Licensed Facilities
Bar and Bistro Meals
Private Functions
Membership Money Draws
Raffles and Quiz Nights
Big Screen TV
Pool Tables and Housie
Outdoor or Indoor Bowls

gd tmes, gd c pany
pele helping pele
Winter Membership Deals
ON NOW!

5 Ngaio Street, 07 888 7190
Open 7 days from 3pm

Members, aﬃliates and prospec�ve members welcome

WELCOME TO MATAMATA
When comes to sports...we have everything you need
under one roof! From hunting to fishing, table tennis or
darts, what ever your sport...we are here to help!

Keeping the energy flowing

POSTPONEMENT

UPCOMING POWER OUTAGE FOR
MATAMATA, TIRAU, PUTARURU
AND SURROUNDING AREAS
SUNDAY 19 JUNE 2022, 7:30am – 4:30pm

sportswear active wear clothing
shoes swimwear golf gear
racquets darts accessories pool
cues tramping and hunting boots
cricket gear ﬁshing gear soft baits
lures and rigging knives mask,
snorkel and ﬁn sets boogie boards
sleeping bags camping gear
ﬁrearms and so much more...

Why is the power going off?
Transpower, the owner and operator of the National
Grid, and Powerco who connect homes and businesses in
this region, are undertaking essential maintenance work
on the connecting lines into the Hinuera substaton.
Unfortunately, this maintenance cannot be undertaken
while the substation is in service.

Outage area

27

Matamata
and Tirau
CBD supply
unaffected

Waharoa

Highways
Railways

Matamata

Sunday 19 June 2022,
from 7:30am – 4:30pm.

28

1

Tirau
Lake Karapiro

Please note if you are affected by this outage, you will be
or have been notified by your retailer. For Matamata and
Tirau Central Business Districts there will be a brief 30
minute outage between 7:30am and 8:30am and again
between 3:30pm and 4:30pm in the afternoon, but other
than that you will be unaffected by this outage.
We recognise that there is never an ideal time for
consumers to be without electricity and we apologise
for any inconvenience this power outage may cause.
Transpower and Powerco have worked to find a time that
is least inconvenient.
For information on whether your property is affected,
please call Powerco on 0800 769 372.

29

24

Transpower would like to advise the residents and
businesses in and around Matamata, Tirau, Putaruru and
surrounding areas that a power outage is required on:

Putaruru
Arapuni

Lake Arapuni

1

Tokoroa
In case of adverse weather affecting the day,
the alternative outage date is Sunday 26 June.

PREPARING FOR THE POWER OUTAGE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Your ﬁshing and sports equipment speacialists
40 Broadway, Matamata | Ph 07 888 8515

If you are reliant on electricity for medical support equipment, please contact your medical provider for advice.
Turn off all electronic appliances at the wall (microwaves, TVs, DVDs, computers etc).
Lift and store enough drinking water from personal water wells before the power goes off.
If you are on shift work, ﬁll up your petrol tank the night before – remember pumps and eftpos won’t work.
While the power is off, treat all power lines and electrical wiring as being live at all times as it could be
restored earlier than planned.
TPSMNEW14622
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You’re invited...
Get to know new people and make
new friends over coffee, tea and
something sweet to eat. Then dive
in and watch a short video. You’ll
find a safe place to ask those curly
questions or just sit back and
watch.

For more info or to register:
Call or Text Leslie
027 434 2253

I
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Street fight - Hetana Street

recently enjoyed a rigorous discussion with a concerned
member of the community about the work going on at Hetana
Street. I really value these sorts of interactions as a part of being
on council and in this instance I welcomed the opportunity to
talk through some of the decision making.
Hetana Street is an awesome and dynamic part of our town
starting out as a back alley before evolving into a service lane,
parking zone, rat run, Christmas Parade mustering area and
bus orientation route! Hetana Street delivers great service to
our community, but central government funding provided the
community with the chance to ask (and answer) the question as
to whether Hetana Street could deliver an even greater service.
To do this, the council ran a medium term trial (largely funded
by central government) on Hetana Street looking at how it would
function as a one way street along with bike lanes and improved
pedestrian access. Modelling suggested that these changes

St Andrews Church Lounge
Meura Street, Matamata
20 June | 9.45am
No Cost - you’re our guest!
Topics include:
•
•
•
•

Who is Jesus?
Why did he die?
How can I have faith?
Why and how should I read
the Bible?
• Does God heal today?
• How do I make the most of
my life?

www.alpha.org.nz

would improve how Hetana Street would work (and traffic flow
in the CBD generally) but the council wanted to stress test the
changes in practice before making a long term commitment - so
we ran a trial. Traffic flow and community views were all part of
the monitoring and evaluation.
I certainly saw some of the upsides as I cycled along Hetana
Street and used some of the new public spaces that were created
on the pavement, but overall the feedback was that a one-way
Hetana Street wasn’t a goer and most users of Hetana Street
preferred a two way system. The council listened and at the end
of the trial agreed that reverting Hetana Street back to a two-way
system would serve the community best in the longer term.
But there were some additional learnings. Everyone valued
the increased pedestrian access and safety at Hetana Street
with raised crosswalks. There was also some scope to improve
photo taking safety of the iSite at the corner of Broadway. So the
work that is currently going on at Hetana Street aligns, undoing
the trial infrastructure, catching up on road maintenance and
incorporating the new pedestrian safety initiatives.
Back to my concerned citizen, we agreed that even if we have
only ended up with some marginal changes to Hetana Street,
there is still something to be said for having tried something and
failed, rather than not trying at all!
As unbelievable as it may seem, there are some eels living at
the top of Wairere Falls! This is extraordinary because these
eels would have hatched out of their eggs in the open ocean
(somewhere near Tonga) and made their way down the Pacific,
up the Waihou River, along a tributary and then crawled up the
tallest waterfall in the North Island!* At times, working through
a project like Hetana Street can seem a bit like trying to climb up
a waterfall, but like those eels I was driven by the knowledge that
we are all aiming for an excellent place to live.
 James Sainsbury, Matamata-Piako District Councillor for the
Matamata Ward.
All views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of
the Matamata-Piako District Council. *A NIWA Scientist with an
interest in eels has assured me that this is entirely possible and, in
fact, quite a normal journey for these fish!

Welcome to our world
and our awesome
community!
Come and see us in-store
for an awesome experience,
great value and top range!

Master Chef-inspired
Simply Dinner Kits
Simply Dinner kits
IN-STORE NOW
Open 7 Days, 7:30am – 8pm
45 Waharoa Road East, Matamata
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Protect them for life. Immunise.
COVID-19 vaccinations are available for tamariki aged 5-11.
To make a booking for your whānau or ﬁnd a walk-in centre
visit BookMyVaccine.nz or call 0800 28 29 26.
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MATAMATA FOODBANK

NEED
FOOD?
PHONE

021 1198 497
WEEKDAYS
9am to 4pm

Leave your name,
address and phone
number and you will
be contacted.

A

www.sceneonline.co.nz

Fun for all the family at the Green

ll ages will be catered for at MidWinter on the Green, brought to you
by the Matamata Chamber of Commerce.
A special story-telling area will be set up
on the Green in Hetana St by MatamataPiako District Council libraries’ staff for
the June 17 event (4.30pm-7.30pm).
Young ones can relax on mats and bean
bags for readings throughout the free
family-friendly event.
Mid-Winter on the Green is shaping
up to be a blockbuster, with awardwinning country music acts Jamie McDell
and Cooper’s Run heading a packed
entertainment programme. Stall spaces
are limited, so get in quick to register
at
www.matamatanz.co.nz
Already
confirmed is a wide variety of food and
market stalls.
The stage on the Green has been rebuilt,
thanks to Rotary and Matamata-Piako
District Council, and stained courtesy

of Guthrie Bowron Matamata. Sound
equipment is coming from ToneZone,
with extra lighting provided by J Swap
Contractors.
Thanks must also go to the council for
allowing the Chamber to use the Green for
the event, and Railside for their support.
Also in readiness for Mid-Winter on the
Green, refurbishment of the neighbouring
Eric Kirkness Millennium Sculpture
Gallery – initiated by the Chamber of
Commerce - is almost complete thanks to
the efforts of Kaimai Valley Services and
the former Sculpture Symposium group,
with input from Matamata residents Jane
Ewen and Suzie Wilcox. The sculptures
will be cleaned before the June 17 event,
again thanks to Rotary, with product
sponsored by Ag-Worx. Waikato Printing
Company has generously sponsored a
new gallery sign.
 Steve Edwards.

Programme:
4.30pm
Aspire Arts Academy Dancers
5pm
Jamie McDell
5.30pm
Cooper’s Run
6pm
Matamata Country Music Club
7pm
Matamata IMPROV-ables

All contacts will be
treated confidentially
Assitance provided by the
Matamata FOODBANK

THIS FRIDAY

Mid-Winter

ON THE GREEN
_-l0;uollmb|omm;1ঞom ;m|

FREE ENTRY

FRIDAY 17TH JUNE 4.30pm - 7.30pm
ENTERTAINMENT KICKS OFF 4.30PM | MARKET STALLS | FOOD AND REFRESHMENTS

VENUE: The Green in front of Railside,
41A Hetana Street, Matamata
STALL REGISTRATIONS: www.matamatanz.co.nz

INFORMATION: 07 888-7260

Brought to you by the members of Matamata Chamber of Commerce

Jamie McDell
5.00pm – 5.30pm
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Cooper’s Run
5.30pm – 6.00pm

Fees & Charges adjusted
Recently, Council asked you what you thought on the below
draft policies/documents:
• Fees & Charges 2022/23
• Local Easter Sunday Shop Trading Policy
• Gambling Venue Policy
• TAB Venue Policy
Consultation was open from 14 March 2022 until 19 April
2022. Council received 50 submissions in total. We had
a hearing on 11 May and heard from those who wished to
speak to their submission.
Following consideration of all submissions received, Council
adopted the above with the exception of the Fees & Charges
2022/23. These documents will come into eﬀect from 1 July
2022 and will be available to view on our website.
We’ve adjusted our Fees & Charges in response to feedback
received about our commercial lane hire fee. The updated
Fees & Charges will be adopted in June and will come into
eﬀect from 1 July 2022, along with the above policies.
Thank you to those who provided feedback and took part in
the process.

$500 Rates winner
Congratulations to Jill Stanley, our June 2022 Rates
Competition winner. Be in to win at mpdc.govt.nz/win500

Matariki holiday kerbside
collections
Rubbish & recycling collections
will not be aﬀected by the Matariki
public holiday.

WATER
RESTRICTIONS.

Matamata, Waharoa, Walton, and
Tamihana:
Rubbish and recycling, Friday
24 June.

Dog Registration and Stock
call out fees 2022/23

Flush your taps
While we are sleeping, or when we don’t use our taps for a
number of hours, heavy metals from plumbing ﬁttings, lead,
cadmium, copper and antimony can dissolve into our water.

Council has set the following dog control fees for the
2022/2023 registration year.

To ensure we are not drinking these metals, the Ministry of
Health recommends you tip our the ﬁrst 500ml of water
from the cold tap each morning and after returning home at
the end of a day away.

Replacement Tag

This notice is made in accordance with Ministry of
Health guidelines.

Review of the Policies
on Rates Remission and
Postponement

Full Registration Fee

$120
$2

The following rebates where applicable, can be deducted
from the registration fee:
Responsible Owner’s Rebate

$15

De-sexed, or working, or Dogs NZ Rebate

$30

No Complaints Rebate

$35

Payment after 31 July 2022 will result in a 50%
penalty fee.
You may also be issued with a $300 infringement ﬁne for
keeping an unregistered dog.

Due to recent changes to the Local Government (Rating of
Whenua Māori) Amendment Act 2021, we are proposing
some changes to our Policies. These only apply to Māori
Freehold Land, and include provision for remission of rates
for a rating area and remission of rates on Māori Freehold
Land under development.
To read the Statement of Proposal and the Draft
Policies in full, and make a submission, head to
mpdc.govt.nz/haveyoursay before 7 July 2022.

Notice of Meetings
The following meetings have been scheduled for the
month of July 2022.

Dog Impounding Fees:
First Impounding

$50

Second Impounding (per reg. year)

$80

Third and subsequent impounding (per reg. year)
Daily sustenance

$125
$12.50

Microchipping

$60

Stock Call Out Fees:
During Oﬃce Hours

$125

After Hours (per call out inc. mileage)

$175

Impounding Fee (per head)

$50

Daily Sustenance (per head)

$6

Plus all associated cost (i.e. transport, adverts)

To be held in the Council Chambers, Matamata-Piako
District Council, 35 Kenrick Street, Te Aroha:
•
Matamata-Piako District Council – 9am, Wednesday
13 June.
•
Corporate and Operations Committee - 9am,
Wednesday 27 July.

All the above fees are inclusive of 15% Goods and
Services Tax.

This notice is made in accordance with Section 46 of the Local
Government Oﬃcial Information and Meetings Act 1987.

D J McLeod
Chief Executive Oﬃcer

More consistent rain last month led to water restrictions
being lowered to level one across the district.
“It’s a little early to remove water restrictions
completely”, says Council’s Water and Wastewater
Manager Karl Pavlovich. “Water use is still quite high.
It’s been a really dry autumn and we hope the change of
weather is a sign we’ll start getting more regular rain.”
Keep those water saving habits going Matamata!

To advise us of any changes to your contact details, changes
in dog ownership or if you have any questions, please email
info@mpdc.govt.nz

At Level 1:
•
Sprinklers can only be used from 6-8am and
6-8pm.
•

Watering by hand can take place anytime but
avoiding the hottest part of the day reduces the
amount of water that evaporates which is good
for the plants and uses every drop well. Trigger
nozzles on hoses are recommended.

Check out mpdc.nz/watersaving for tips on how you
can slow the ﬂow and use less H20.

0800 746 467 mpdc.govt.nz
Get this straight to your inbox mpdc.nz/sign-up
SCENE 14 June, 2022
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LJ Hooker Going pink for
Breast Cancer
P

roudly supporting Breast Cancer Foundation NZ’s biggest
fundraising campaign of the year, the LJ Hooker Matamata
team were proud to host a Pink Ribbon breakfast on Thursday
morning. “All funds raised throughout the country contribute vital
funds for breast cancer education, research and patient support”
said Business Systems operator, Maria Beston on behalf of the
team. “We are very aware that the last couple of years will have
had an impact on fundraising efforts nationwide with the Covid
pandemic, so were keen to jump in and show our support. We
were incredibly grateful for the support by locals and in particular,
Paul and Marnie at Kodak & Black who very generously donated
lucky draw prizes for our early morning event.  Caron Stewart.



  


 
  

  
 





  

Committed to supporting
our local community

Welcoming all the new families to our Community

GET WHOLESALE TOP QUALITY MEAT HERE!

HEY FARMERS...

In case you didn’t know we
specialise in wholesale orders
at wholesale prices for your

IN-BETWEEN
FREEZER BEASTS!
BEEF | LAMB | PORK | CHICKEN
WHOLESALE
ORDERS FOR
FUNCTIONS

If you want to avoid surprises in your
slippers or holes in the back yard, grab us
some Meat Company pet food...NOW!

BEEF MINCE.... $7.95per kg

.
.

BEEF SUPREME CHICKEN MINCE
VENISON & LAMB LAMB & SALMON
ALL ONLY $5.95 per kg

Amazing range of meat for your next function.
Like NZ

SPECIALISING IN HANGI MEATS!
Broadway, Matamata | Phone 07 888 8957
10 SCENE 14 June, 2022

FEED US!

PORK for ONLY $9.95 per kg! (FROZEN)

Proudly serving and
supporting our community
since 1973

Proudly Locally owned & operated

NEW DUO BRING EXCITING
CHANGES TO MERCHANT

Locals will be all a buzz with the new changes on the horizon for Merchant of Matamata. Recently
appointed General Manager/Part Owner Simon Bayer and Head Chef Camilo Ponce-Mayer bring a
wealth of knowledge in the hospitality and restaurant industry to the Merchant.
Simon a self confessed people person, has over 15 years experience working in various hospitality
roles up and down the country and whilst he holds a Business Management Degree, he would much
rather be around people than behind a desk!
“I love making sure people are having a good time and get so much enjoyment out of being part of
making that happen” says Simon. “ Having the opportunity to do just that here at
Merchant of Matamata is really satisfying and now with Camilo on board, an exciting new
menu due to be released, and a great team working alongside me - well there will be no
stopping us!”
Camilo, who originates from Chile studied International Gastronomy, (that’s the art or
science of good eating) at a professional learning institute in Chile and since graduating in
2005, has developed his skills and passion for cooking good food.
“ For me, it is not only about the freshest ingredients, it’s about flavour and having a real
love of cooking” says Camilo. “When you put love into a dish, I do believe that shines
through on the plate for people to enjoy.”
Having held a few sous chef positions in the past, when the opportunity came up to take
on a Head Chef role at Merchant of Matamata, Camilo jumped at the chance.
“Creating a new menu, which locals will get to enjoy really soon, that will be packed with
flavour but will continue to be affordable and varied to suit many taste buds is what any
chef would want to do” says Camilo.

There is no denying that times have been tough for the hospitality industry.
Merchant of Matamata want to thank their hardworking and dedicated team and
the community for their continued support together with welcoming the new
families to our district, we look forward to meeting you soon!

WEEKLY
RITUALS

TUESDAY

QUIZ NIGHT
2 FOR 1 DESSERTS

WEDNESDAY
BURGER & BEER
DEAL - $25

THURSDAY

ALL DAY PIZZA
2 FOR 1 PIZZA’S

WEEKDAYS

GOOD AS GOLD
SENIOR MENU - $15

PLUS... A.J PLAYING LIVE EVERY SECOND FRIDAY NIGHT!
HAPPENING REAL SOON

FRIDAY 17TH JUNE
cOME CHECK OUT OUR MERCHANT
FIRE TRUCK @ THE MID WINTER ON
THE GREEN - GOOD GEORGE
GINGER BEER FUNDRAISER FOR
FIRTH PRIMARY SCHOOL!

COOPERS RUN LIVE

SAT 18TH JUNE

SUPER RUGBY FINAL LIVE ON THE
BIG SCREEN! WITH GOOD OLD
BOYS PLAYING FOR THE AFTER
MATCH FUNCTION!

COME AND SUPPORT THE BOYS!

KICKING OFF SATURDAY JULY 2 - COME WATCH THE ALL
BLACKS 2022 STEINLAGER SERIES LIVE AND LOUD WITH US!

DJ HUMZ AFTER ALL THE GAMES
UPCOMING TRIBUTE BANDS

ABBA

TRIBUTE BAND COMING
END OF SEPTEMBER!

EAGLES

TRIBUTE BAND COMING
START OF NOVEMBER!

FUNCTION ROOM FACILITIES

Got a function? Having a conference or team meeting?
Why not come and use our purpose built function
room with a state of the art interactive, multi
purpose screen!
talk to us about how we can tailor make packages to suit your needs!

FOR ALL THE LATEST UPDATES - CHECK US OUT ON FACEBOOK!
44 BROADWAY, MATAMATA | WWW.GOODMERCHANT.CO.NZ
07 880 9561 | INFO@GOODMERCHANT.CO.NZ
WINTER HOURS: tUESDAY TO SUNDAY - 11AM TO LATE
STOCKISTS OF 20 GOOD GEORGE BEERS & CIDERS PLUS WAIKATO & SPEIGHTS SUMMIT ULTRA ON TAP!
SCENE 14 June, 2022
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The safest place for canine company!

hen little Stevie’s masters booked a getaway in
Raglan in the summer of 2020, she thought all
her Christmas’s had come at once. The smorgasbord of
festive left overs and summer sun on her back was one
thing but, what beckoned across the road was a lot less
than ‘ruff’ for the four legged family member!
For Stevie’s owners, Peter and Chris Vossen, it was the
first time they had really taken notice of a dedicated dog
park and, let’s say, they were more than impressed! “It
was an absolutely fantastic initiative” says Peter, “and
given that it was fully fenced with plenty of shade, water
stations and space, our girl just loved it. The opportunity
to socialise with other dogs was great for her and of
course, it was nice for Chris and I to get chatting to
likeminded people also out exercising their dogs.”
Following their holiday break, Peter particularly
couldn’t shake the idea of creating something similar

here in his own hometown. “There are many people with
dogs of all descriptions that, unless they have the time
before or after work, struggle to find the time to walk
them on lead” he says. “Also, the fact that our community
is increasingly built up, means it’s often difficult to find
somewhere they can have a run around off leash.”
Coincidentally, it was around this time Matamata-Piako
District Council were inviting submissions regarding
improvements to our district and Peter decided he would
propose the idea of a dedicated dog park. “The idea
certainly gained traction quickly” he says, “which was
not unexpected. Mayor Ash Tanner met with me with the
suggestion of a Peria Road reserve owned by council that
in both our opinions, would be an ideal location.”
As a Rotarian, Peter put it to his fellow service club
members and was delighted they were in full support. “It’s
ironic that the reserve is smack bang in the middle of two

recent Rotary projects – the recently completed Stanley
Walkway, and the Kahikatea Grove created several years
ago” says Peter. “Before long all the boxes were ticked, the
Council supplied the materials and Rotary working bees
were organised. Nick Evans did a fantastic job of fencing
the area and, with the addition of buffer boards provided
by Council and installed by Rotary members, the area
was very quickly dog-proofed.”
Although the dog park (directly opposite Manuka
Street) is ready for use, further concept ideas are in place
for discussion. “Obviously water is high on the agenda”
says Peter, “but we are also interested in getting feedback
about additions such as agility runs, shelter and planting,
and even walking tracks. It is a work in progress, but I am
delighted to have got it off the ground!”
 Caron Stewart.

Pictured at the entrance of the newly established Matamata Dog Park, Peter Vossen is delighted to have the
seed of an idea come to fruition in record time. Feedback regarding improvement ideas is welcomed.

Welcoming new farmers...
Industrial • Commercial • Earthmoving and Agricultural
Classic Cars • Marine

...to the club
Established in 1919, we’re all about friendly service and making
you, your family and friends feel welcome. We pride ourselves
on providing a safe environment for catching up with others,
enjoying live entertainment, sporting adjuncts and events as
well as member draws and raffles.

What we offer our valued members
A cool spot to meet friends | Live Music
60-Seat Restaurant | Function Rooms
18 Gaming Machines | Members Draws
Live Sport on Big Screen | 13 TV’s | Darts
Golf and Fishing Events | Raffles
TAB Facilities | Outdoor Bowls
FREE Pool and Billiard Tables
Matamata Club Inc.

Rawhiti Ave, Matamata | 07 888 7060 | OPEN 7 DAYS
www.matamataclub.co.nz
Members, Affiliates, Guests and Prospective Members Welcome.
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PAUL BERG 07 888 7579
2 Waihou St, Matamata
office@onsiteae.co.nz

“We Come to You! ”

 

      
    
   
  
     
  

A family business for
39 years, we welcome
you to our Community”

9 Farmers Road, Matamata | 07 881 9180
www.theboltholder.co.nz

Scene around...

helo@sceneonline.co.nz

A tale of two housecoats...

I

dentical housecoats, purchased in two different countries,
sparked an enduring friendship that has spanned 50 years.
Just prior to emigrating to New Zealand with her husband and
14-month-old son, Val Hall popped into Marks and Spencer’s
Portsmouth, England, branch to buy a new housecoat. The choice
was blue or gold, with long racks of each colour. Val chose blue,
confident that absolutely no-one in New Zealand would have one
even remotely similar.
She, husband Ken and Andrew arrived in New Zealand just days
before Queen’s Birthday Weekend, 1972, moving into an Epsom
motel, their temporary home before their move
to Taupo some weeks later. Days later,
another newly-arrived immigrant asked
registered nurse Val to ‘pop upstairs’ and
take a look at one of the other recent
arrivals who was pregnant and feeling
unwell. “And, there she was – sitting
up in bed, wearing my housecoat – I
couldn’t believe it!” Val said.
And that was her introduction to
Sandra Hunter, who had bought
her housecoat in Marks and
Spencer’s Aberdeen, Scotland,
branch – also convinced
that she would never see
another like it. Over the next
few weeks, the two families
became fast friends despite
the eventual geographical
distance between them.
The Halls spent 16
months in Taupo before
moving to Northland,
while Brian and Sandra
Hunter
settled
on
Auckland’s North Shore
until 1976 before seeing
the light and moving

with their three young sons to Matamata. Several times each
year, the two families drove to each other’s homes to spend long
weekends and school holiday time with one another. Indeed, one
young Hunter declared he didn’t realise there was a New Zealand
south of Taupo until he was around 18 as he more or less grew
up, holiday-wise, on 90-Mile Beach.
While the two couples also holidayed overseas together several
times, Queen’s Birthday Weekend always remained their special
anniversary. Each year they would meet in Auckland to celebrate
their arrival in New Zealand and their
friendship. Of course, those housecoats – as
always – came too.
“In the early days, we would paint the
town bright red…latterly it was more of
a pale pink!” Sandra said.
Seven years ago, with their son and
his family living in Hamilton, Val and
Ken retired to Matamata to be closer to
them. “We had spent so much time here
over the years, knew it so well and
loved small-town life – it just
made sense,” said Val.
And, of course, the
two couples were so
happy to now be able to
spend even more time
together and share
their wealth of happy
memories.
So, when the Halls
and Hunters went
out for their Queen’s
Birthday
Weekend
lunch to celebrate 50
golden years of an
enduring friendship,
those
housecoats
came too! 

Let us guide you home.

Providing a professional,
practical approach to
buying and selling property.

Corina Collins
027 286 2588

corina.collins@ljhooker.co.nz

Michelle Carson
021 154 0781

michelle.carson@ljhooker.co.nz

Link Realty Limited, Licensed Agent REAA 2008

WELCOME TO OUR PLACE!

When you
support us, we
can support our
community!

If you have just moved here, welcome, you have picked a great place to live.
Here at Matamata Mitre 10 we have all your DIY needs under one roof.
Our kitchen and bathroom design hub together with our extensive garden centre and drive thru trade department means
you have everything you need right here at your doorstep. Our competitive Mega pricing leaves more in your back pocket
and with the added value of earning airpoints… it’s easy as.

Kitchens & Appliances | Bathrooms | Plumbing | Hardware | Paint & Decorating
Lighting | Garden Centre | Power Tools | Building Supplies | Flooring & Tiles | Gift Cards
Outdoor Furniture & BBQ’s | Heating & Cooling | Automotive & Garage
Camping & Beach | Homewares | Storage & Shelving | Laundry & Cleaning

Call in and see one of our friendly staff today
7 Waharoa Road
East, Matamata
Phone 07 888 6362
mitre10.co.nz

Find us on

OPENING HOURS
Monday - Friday 7.30am - 5.00pm
Saturday 8.30am - 4.00pm
Sunday 9.00am - 4.00pm

MATAMATA
SCENE 14 June, 2022
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WELCOME FARMERS
Let us help you with all your
farm refrigeration needs!

Putting our
Farmers First Providing our
LOCALLY! farmers with:
• Competitive Pricing
• 24 hours, 7 days a week service
• Secondary Cooling Options
• Vat Wraps
• New Installations
• Servicing of Existing Refrigeration

www.sceneonline.co.nz

Predator Free Matamata are on the prowl!
W

hen the Predator Free Matamata project was formed last
year by Transition Matamata, a goal was set to get one in
every five houses in Matamata actively trapping predators. Since
then, the project’s goals have expanded to include rural areas
from Manawaru in the north to Hinuera in the south.
Country schools like Walton, Manawaru, Te Poi, Hinuera
and Wairere are now on board thanks to funding provided by
Milestone Homes, and it is hoped that the town schools will soon
join them.
In your stroll around the town’s reserves, you may have noticed
the traps set in Centennial Drive, Tom Grant Drive and the Neil
Algar Reserve. These are monitored by Predator Free Matamata
volunteers.
With recent funding from Predator Free NZ and the district
council, the group is now offering, at a cost of $10, easy-set
animal-welfare-approved rat traps which come with a petfriendly wooden tunnel to put them in.
Volunteers in the group are now building trap boxes from
recycled wood supplied by Farmlands, monitoring traps in
public reserves and on farms, raising funds, dropping flyers in

mailboxes, coordinating street trapping groups, and managing
our website and Facebook pages.
A vibrant enthusiastic team has developed over nine months
since the group’s inception, buoyed by the response from the
community. Doing your bit for nature never got easier than
having a rat trap in your backyard – provided you empty it of
course!
LJ Hooker in Arawa St have offered to provide an outlet for
cash-only trap sales, so, if you would like to purchase one, please
pop in (and thank them on the group’s behalf!)
Predator Free Matamata will have traps and information on
display at the ‘Mid-winter on the Green’ event at Railside on
Friday the 17th of June from 4.30-7.30pm. If you need a trap or
some tips on how to catch rats, come and talk to them there. If
you’d like to volunteer with the group, they can be contacted via
their website predatorfreematamata.nz or Facebook page.
The group would also like to thank Mitre 10, Timber & Hardware,
the Waikato Printing Company and Hifalutin Technology for their
amazing contributions.
 Martin Louw, member of Transition Matamata.

ABOVE: Sandy Stewart and Briar Earl are pictured checking
traps in Centennial Drive.

ABOVE: Hinuera school principal Bex Kilgour with her extremely
keen trapping group.

Your ONLY locally owned and operated
farm refrigeration specialists.

Give us a call today

0800 238 075

www.compassrefrigeration.co.nz
GEA Accreditied Refrigeration
Service Specialist

FREE
Installation &
Underlay
on selected
*

36
MONTHS FREE
Underlay
No Interest**

on selected
ranges

Carpet
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www.carpetcourt.nz

*

Flooring Stores

*Offers are valid until 30/06/22 on selected ranges and selected colours or while stocks last. Carpet and vinyl are sold in lineal metres. Free Underlay offer has a minimum purchase of 20 lineal metres to qualify and
is supplied with Dunlop Dreamwalk Red only. Free Installation offer excludes furniture shifting, travel, accessories and floor preparation. Free Weave Rug offer has a minimum purchase of 25 square metres to qualify
and is supplied with a Weave Andes 2x3m rug worth RRP $999. We reserve the right to adjust prices without notice if necessary and we reserve the right to correct any errors. See in store or online for full details.
**Finance terms and conditions apply.
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Te Wharekura O Te Rau Aroha replenish the understory!
T

ABOVE: The Wairere mahi trust crew
were only to help out!

he rain failed to dampen spirits in
the Waharoa ngahere recently when
a group of volunteers were joined by
children and the principal of Te Wharekura
O Te Rau Aroha, Mokoro Gillett, local,
Thomas Wilson, and members of the
Wairere Mahi crew to help replenish the
understory of what is officially known as
Hawes Bush.
Keith Hawe, who grew up on the farm
that used to own this bush, is a member
of the volunteer group Friends of Hawes
Bush and was there on the day to help
with the mahi. There were 280 plants
representing 12 different plant species
carefully planted on the day.
This bush used to be smothered in ivy
and other invasive weeds but these have
been removed over the last few years by

ABOVE: The Te Wharekura O Te Rau Aroha team are pictured all finished!

the volunteers with help from children
at Te Kura O Waharoa and Rangitionga
Kaukau.
If you haven’t already visited this
precious kahikatea forest fragment be sure
to take the opportunity. The entrance is on
the corner of Walker and Mills Streets. It’s
a great example of what can be achieved
when community pull together and work
with their District Council to look after
our natural areas.
This planting followed on from the
previous weeks successful planting day
in the adjoining forest owned by Richard
and Carol Metcalfe. Replanting the gap
between the two forest fragments to make
one bigger forest block creates more of
the dark moist centre where ferns and
other more sensitive plants can thrive. 

ABOVE: Te Kahurangi Wilson is pictured
planting a tree.

ABOVE: Te Aroha Drummond explaining the different plants before they are planted

Beautifully handcrafted locally

  
  

Welcome to Matamata’s Style Boutique...
It’s where style lives, see you soon.

07 888 7264 or 027 240 8415

55 Arawa Street, Matamata | shedboutique.co.nz
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Another golden glove in hand for local boxer
In Loving Memory of Brett “ The Hitman” McNaught.

O

ne of her brother Liam’s biggest
supporters, Teina Paul had her first
introduction to boxing going along to watch
him at training one night. As it happened,
she had a go, loved it and almost immediately
joined the club!
“Although our dad never pushed us into
boxing, Liam and I were both very aware he was
quietly stoked” laughs Teina! “Back in the day he
was a pretty sharp kickboxer and had often told us
the boxing side of his sport was what excited
him most. Our mum, Anna, also had
a massive interest especially
as she had learned a fair bit
when she decided to learn
to box as one of her ‘bucket
list’ activities! So, to see the
two of us getting involved
and passionate about
our improvement was a
pretty big deal for both
of them!”
Just a year after
she started, Teina
entered
her
first
corporate
fight with ACE
fighters
and
by unanimous
decision from the
judges, absolutely
smashed it! This was all the
encouragement she needed and,
as a result, committed fitness and
technique training saw her ready

Welcome to Matamata

to enter the Central North Island Championships in the 60kg
weight class in 2019. “With mum and dad behind me all the way
and coaching me throughout the year, I was amped to improve
with every event” says Teina. “The highlight the following
year was winning the Golden Gloves amateur boxing event –
something I achieved again in 2021.”
Last weekend, in Taupo, Teina continued her reign with
North Island Golden Gloves 2022, taking out the 54kg novice
section. “That fight was the most intense ever” says the 22 year
old. “Somehow we had missed the memo that fight times had
changed and when we arrived, I was basically straight into my
gloves and then into the ring. There was no time to warm up – no
time to have dad give me the pre-match pep talk that settles my
nerves and definitely no time to psych myself up! My heart was
absolutely pounding but I had no choice other than to get in there
and do the best I could.”
Although Teina says her match performance wasn’t exactly
what she wanted, it was enough to have an 8 count on her
opponent and secure the win. “Mum and dad, Liam and the
whanau that travelled down from Matamata were stoked for me”
she says, “and I was really happy to defend my title! It was a great
experience and amped me up for coming months of training
ready for the nationals later in the year.”
For ‘Coach Kingi’ of Mana Boxing Club, newly established in
Arawa Street, it was a huge thrill being there to support Teina
– not only as her coach, but as her dad. “I like to put 100% into
all my boxers” says Kingi, but being there to see one of your own
do so well is magic. We couldn’t have done it without Mike Wulf,
the head boxing coach of Hamilton’s Eastside Boxing who helped
prepare Teina for Golden Gloves. We are incredibly appreciative
of his support, and Justin Scelly at Baigent Motors who sponsored
a van for us.”
If you would like to find out more about Mana Boxing, don’t
hesitate to give Coach Kingi a buzz on 021 0265 4283.
 Caron Stewart.
YOUR LOCAL WINDOW
TREATMENT EXPERTS

You’ve picked a great place to live!

CARPET | VINYLS | WOOD
As your locally owned and family operated flooring
specialists, we take pride in our great product range,
fantastic pricing, quality service and excellence you can trust.

WINDOW COVERINGS TO
KEEP YOU WARM THIS WINTER

Whether you’re building new,
renovating or just want a
change, we have the flooring
solution for your needs.
Carpet, sheet vinyl, vinyl
planking and floating floors

DID YOU KNOW...
UP TO 45% OF YOUR HOME'S HEAT IS
LOST THROUGH THE WINDOWS
Window treatments can make a huge
difference to how warm and comfortable
your home is over winter.

We cover it all!!

Book your free consultation & quote
today to chat to us about the best options
for your place.

FREE MEASURE
AND QUOTES

Flooring Design
Service and Excellence You Can Trust!
flooringdesign.co.nz
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Unit 1, 19 Rawhiti Ave ( The Base)
Matamata Phone: 07 880 9493

CURTAINS • BLINDS • SHUTTERS

OPENING HOURS

Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm
Saturday 9.30am - 12noon

19 Rawhiti Ave, Matamata

curtaincreations.co.nz

07 888 5414

Scene around...
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Matamata CPNZ eyes on the street
W

hen it comes to taking a cohesive
approach
to
crime,
Matamata
Community Patrol coordinator and chair, Brian
Hunter, applauds the township of Waharoa.
“With increased incidents of crime throughout
the whole district, Waharoa residents got
together to establish a two-pronged deterrent”
he says. “As well as a local Facebook page where
any undesirable events are shared, the group
took it one step further by initiating a text
system where anything that seemed out of the
ordinary was distributed very quickly among
participants. It’s incredibly rewarding for us as
a voluntary organisation, and the police, to see
people taking a personal responsibility in the
safety of themselves and their belongings.”
Established after a public meeting was called
in October 2015 by Matamata Public Relations
ABOVE: Pictured from left are volunteers Clive and Denise Williams, Matamata
Association, it was immediately apparent that
the Matamata community was in full support Community Patrol Coordinator and Chair Brian Hunter and Community Officer
of joining the New Zealand Community Patrol Constable, Megan Adler.
network. It wasn’t long before Brian stepped
With over 30 vetted and trained volunteers currently on the
up as coordinator and chair, and a Matamata Community Patrol books, shifts are on a rostered basis with each committing to
committee was formed. Fortunately, the project was seeded around one patrol every few weeks. New volunteers are always
with a generous donation of $10,000 from the Public Relations welcomed however, particularly to cover holidays or periods
Association which enabled the purchase of a vehicle, and of sickness. After initial police screening, basic first aid and full
community patrols started in April 2016.
training is provided and you are welcome to contact Brian on
“Over the past five years, the community has become a lot more 07 888 6557 or by email at matamatacp@gmail.com for further
observant regarding activity in their immediate area” says Brian. information. You can also find them on Facebook.
“Community Patrol has become a well-known, regular presence
Matamata Community Patrol would like to offer its thanks to
and increasingly, especially on our Crimewatch Facebook page, monthly sponsors as advertised in Scene and all who continue
‘people intel’ has been incredibly helpful in terms of recognising to support the initiative. “We would struggle without such
offenders. This information, once passed on to police, has great support” says Denise Williams, Matamata CPNZ Funding
resulted in the recovery of stolen cars and, on several occasions, Officer, “especially with continued running costs such as vehicle
had perpetrators identified. We can’t have too many eyes on the maintenance, registrations and of course, the significant rise
streets and it’s great to see people supporting the work we do so, in petrol costs. Whether it’s a fuel voucher, a one-off or regular
in turn, we can better assist the police.”
donation, we are certainly very appreciative.”  Caron Stewart.

DID YOU KNOW...
We do rural...
24 Hour Service
• New cowsheds and additions
• Water pumps and controls
• Effluent pumps and controls
• Variable speed drives
• Pump and motor repairs
• Implement shed wiring
• Milk flow controls
• Pump sales and installation
• New houses and alterations

Unit 1/6 Comber St, Matamata
www.electrico.co.nz | 07 888 8245


       

We would like to welcome all the new farmers to the district.
For all your building requirements, we look forward to meeting you.

Our reputation’s building quality at a price you can afford.
Peter: 0274 969 537
www.petervossenbuilders.co.nz
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Toy Library









  
  
  

 
 


Are your children or
grandchildren bored with
their toys?
Don‛t buy them, hire them!
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Toys, toys, toys for boys and girls!
T

here’s one well-known woman
in Matamata who has a license to
remain young – and even though she’s
volunteered for well over 20 years, she still
likes nothing more than to organise her
toys and keep them in tip-top condition!
Norma Howe is often the friendly face
you’ll encounter when visiting Matamata
Toy Library and whether you’re a parent
with a handful of little people at home
– or a grandparent doing the holiday
sitting duties, she’s sure to help point
you in the direction of what’s hot and
what’s not when it comes to keeping
children and babies entertained. “We are
constantly looking at toys and resources
that challenge young minds” says Norma,
“and whether it’s outdoor play in the
summer or puzzles and games suitable for
the indoors in winter, we have a fantastic
selection of modern, fun things to choose
from.”
Matamata Toy Library, located at the
rear of the Matamata Scout Den on
Broadway, provides fun, durable and
educational toys which are accessible
to all members of the community for
a minimal rental, catering mainly to
preschool children. The aim - aside from
providing great toys on loan, is to extend
children’s social, physical, emotional and
intellectual development through play.
“Quality toys are expensive and children
quickly become bored once its play value
has been exhausted” says committee
member Carmen Field. “By providing
new play materials every week or two,

parents can save money and significantly
contribute towards the development and
education of their children. We are run by
a volunteer committee and the library also
holds a fantastic range of children’s dressups and costumes available for rental.”
Play is important to all children and toys
are a major element in helping to play and
learn. Matamata Toy Library welcomes
children, their families and caregivers
to come and to borrow well designed
toys, games, puzzles and equipment.

Grandparents are also offered a reduced
membership which is an ideal solution
when the grandchildren come to stay.
Not everyone has an up-to-date toy box
sitting at home so by using our service
at particular times of year is a popular
option for many of our local grandparents.
Summer holidays too, offer six week
rentals, which is particularly handy for
some of the bigger items such as water
play activities and slides etc.
 Caron Stewart.

ABOVE: Norma Howe, our favourite community nana, still loves the joy of children
choosing their toys after more than two decades volunteering at Matamata Toy Library.

Welcome to Matamata!
We are a community committed to quality education!

115A Broadway | 07 888 8566

91A Smith Street
07 888 5444

Station Road | 07 888 7396

68A Smith Street | 07 888 7221
413 Wardville Road
07 888 0854

69 Main Rd, Tirau
07 883 1653

66 Waiomou Road
07 883 4866
121 Firth Street
07 881 9018

St Joseph’s
Catholic School
22 Hohaia Street
07 888 8415

Hinuera School

State Highway 29
07 888 1772

Walton Road
07 888 3817

Stopford Road
07 888 2704

Contact us now to find the best fit for your young learners.
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Keeping local kids full, happy and engaged
W

hen the Matamata School Lunches
programme began in 2020, around
200 lunches were provided to children
at local schools giving them the best
chance of remaining engaged, focussed
and ready for learning. Over the past two
years however, this number has increased
significantly with between 650 and 700
lunches now delivered around eight local
schools every week.
“It was identified following the first
Covid lockdown that many families were
struggling to ensure their children had
adequate food available during the day”
says coordinator, Natalie de Jong. “This,
often through no fault of their own, is
extremely distressing, so a group of
dedicated volunteers came up with the
idea of providing lunches to alleviate
some of the stress put on schools and

families when there simply isn’t enough to
go round.”
With huge appreciation to locals who
donate a batch of muffins or baking
when they can, the incredibly generous
support from Osteria and New World, and
other local businesses and organisations,
Natalie says this support is the only reason
the programme has been able to continue
so successfully. “Our school families are so
grateful” she says. “Being able to provide
a child with a nutritional lunch makes a
huge difference to their overall wellbeing
and parents can rest assured the kids
come home happy. For those who would
like to join the programme, all you need to
do is let your school office know and your
child/ren will be added to the list.”
Although the service is provided
completely free of charge to local students,

the cost to Matamata School Lunches
is around $800 per week so, as you can
imagine, community donations are hugely
appreciated.
“We have businesses that sponsor a
week’s worth of lunches here and there,
and others who contribute one-off or
regular donations” says Natalie, “and this
really is what keeps the programme going.
We welcome enquiries and obviously,
being a not-for-profit organisation, all
donations are tax deductible.
If you are able to contribute in any
way to the Matamata Community Lunch
programme, donations can also be left
at the office of Matamata Baptist Church
between 9am and 12noon Monday to
Friday, or by internet banking. See the
advertisement for details.
 Caron Stewart.

LEFT: Matamata School Lunches coordinator Natalie de Jong is pictured preparing
a lovely load of lunchbox sweetness courtesy of Osteria. If you would like to contribute
baking, fillers or funds, she would love your contact! ABOVE: With a fabulous bunch of
volunteers packing up to 700 lunches each week, the overall wellbeing of our local students
is paramount – and lunches are making a huge difference!

Can yOu helP
pRovide a sChoOl
lunCh?
Matamata School Lunches
programme needs your help!
Whether it’s home baking, muffins or
lunchbox fillers like chips or bikkies etc,
we would really appreciate your
donations!
If you would like to contribute financially
to help cover the cost of bread and
sandwich fillings, you are welcome to
make a one-off donation or set up a
regular weekly, fortnightly or monthly
donation to our Westpac account:
03 0363 0323802 03
(Use your name and reference: 1161 on the
deposit so we accurately record your donation
and issue a tax reciept if required)

If you prefer to donate cash, please
place in an envelope and drop into the
Matamata Baptist Church office
between the hours of 9am – 1pm
Monday to Friday.

If you have further queries, please
contact Natalie de Jong at

school.lunches@matamatabaptist.org

GATEWAY

BUILDING TOMORROW’S WORKFORCE, TODAY
Student benefits:
• Gain industry experience
• Earn NCEA credits
• Attend extra hands-on courses

Employer benefits:
• Absolutely NO COST
• Support and mentor a young person
• Trial possible future employees

“Local business,
supporting local
youth, building
stronger
communities”

“

It is through the valued support of
our local employers that students
get an opportunity to use real life
industry experience to make an
informed choice on the pathway to
their future career.

”

If you would like further
information about the
Matamata College Gateway
programme, please don’t
hesitate to contact Kym on her
details below:
Kym Bolton-Hampton

Gateway/Tertiary Alignment Coordinator

Ph: 0275 483 929
Email: bh@matcol.nz
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DROP-IN CLINIC

Scene around...

Plunket growing great little locals

Wednesdays | 9am - 12.45pm

Families are welcome to pop in any
Wednesday to see a Plunket Nurse
without an appointment.

ANTENATAL CLASSES
Wednesdays | 6.15pm - 9.15pm
31st August - 21st September

facebook.com/events/1060378944878067

6th - 27th July

facebook.com/events/1000620503957312
To find out more about all our
programmes and events:
facebook.com/matamataplunket

122 Broadway | Matamata
PlunketLine - 0800 933 922
Available 24/7

www.sceneonline.co.nz

S

hannin Buttimore and Chrissy
Burgess are two women passionate
about working with families in partnership
to get the best outcomes for our newest
little locals – babies and children under
the age of five.
Shannin, a registered nurse, had worked
extensively in the UK and Australia before
returning to New Zealand. She has now
been with Plunket for around ten years.
She has two children, aged four and
eight so can completely relate to
many of the challenges parenting
brings!
ABOVE:
Matamata
“What I love about Plunket, is
Plunket nurse Shannin the family inclusive support that is
Buttimore is passionate very individual, and centred around
about helping grow little the needs of each family and their
locals!
particular circumstances” says
Shannin. “All kinds of people have all kinds of interests, questions
or needs and, with the support of Chrissy, our Community
Karitane health worker, we can generally address most of them
or refer them to other industry professionals depending on the
need. No two families are the same and there is certainly not a
standard handbook!”
Chrissy, who joined Plunket over 12 months ago, has 11 years’
experience working in newborn hearing screening at both North
Shore and the Waikato DHB. Chrissy is also a mum to four grown
up children and a grandmother of eight. She works alongside
families or whanau to support them on their journey of health
and wellbeing. Some of the most common extra support visits
are around things like breastfeeding, sleep support and infant
CPR but, says Chrissy, “can include everything from becoming
smoke free to introducing solids. Becoming a parent – especially
the first time, can be a daunting journey so it’s important to us
as an organisation, to ensure our families feel supported to make
choices and decisions that work for them, and provide the best

Healthcare on
your doorstep
Services provided by Pohlen:

STREAMS & WATERWAYS | BUSH LOTS | WETLANDS

Do you have bush, wetlands, or streams
on your farm or rural property?

Outpatients Consultant Services:
• Diabetes Services
• Ear health
• Mole mapping Service
• Eye Clinic
• Gynaecology
• Hearing Specialists
• Heart Services

Other Services:
• Medical Centre (GP’s)
• X-Ray Services
• Physiotherapy
• Pharmacy
• Dental Services
• Pathlab

56 Rawhiti Avenue, Matamata | 07 881 9100
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EXTRACT MORE VALUE
FROM YOUR LAND

DOES YOUR PROPERTY QUALIFY
FOR BONUS PROTECTION LOTS?

Se rv ice s P
• Outdoor Exercise & Rehabilitation
• Carer Support Care
• Transitional Care
• Postoperative Care
• Primary Care (GP Beds)
• Maternity Services
• Aged Care
• Meals on Wheels
• End of Life Care

• Laproscopic/General
• Orthopaedics
• Plastics
• Podiatry
• Radiology
• Urology

outcome for their little ones.”
Following the birth of your baby, all Plunket visits are free. Most
take place within the child’s first year. Visits, especially in the
early months can take place at home, a community location like a
church or marae, or at the Plunket rooms.
“It’s important to remember these visits are not just for
tamariki” says Shannin. “We care about the whole whanau and
it’s about getting to know them, checking in with how they’re
doing and identifying if there is a need for extra help or support.”
Starting with the first visit at around four to six weeks, topics
like breast or formula feeding are discussed, sleep – or lack of,
safe sleeping and any particular concerns about how parents or
caregivers are feeling. By three to four months, hearing and vision
is assessed and discussions around immunization. Teething
or starting solids can begin around five to seven months and
by nine to 12 months – issues such as attachment and anxiety,
childcare or returning to work and walking are common points
of discussion!
“I guess the most important thing is to have prospective or
new parents know they’re not alone” says Chrissy. “Plunket is a
support network where we want to help, we want to see parents
happy and confident and most of all, we want healthy, thriving
little New Zealander’s.”
There is plenty of information for families on the Plunket
Tūhono Mai website, found at www.plunket.org.nz. The website
is a place where Kiwi families can go for trusted, free and relevant
support and advice for the development, health and wellbeing of
their tamariki.
Tūhono Mai – having been nominated by the Ministry of Health
as having zero data status – allows access to information from
the site even when families have no data on their phones.
Plunketline is a free parent helpline and advice service, staffed
by Plunket Nurses and Lactation Consultants, available to all
families, whānau and caregivers 24/7. You don’t have to be a
Plunket client to use PlunketLine and the call is free, even from
mobile phones. The number is 0800 922 933.
Caron Stewart.

NOT SURE WHERE TO START?
We can facilitate the process including:
• Initial assessments
• Planting advice, planning and procurement
• Pest and weed control plans and ongoing
management
• Consenting applications
• Survey requirements
Contact us today to discuss how we can
assist you to add value to your property.
In partnership with

matt@landplay.co.nz | 021 417 866
www.landplay.co.nz
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ABOVE: Pictured from left, educators Anna Williams, Hannah Pratt and Shereen
Templemeyer are delighted with donations so far to the 2022 Foster Hope Pyjama Drive.

New Shoots committed
to warming little hearts

D

edicated to providing the best care
possible for children, toddlers and
babies, the team at New Shoots Matamata
know first hand just how secure and loved
their little clients deserve to be.
They are also very aware that not all our
little New Zealander’s have such luxury
and, if even in a small way, they can con-

tribute to happier lives for those in unfortunate circumstances, they’re going to do
their part.
“Every child in the country deserves to
have a little something of their own” says
early childhood teacher, Hannah Pratt.
“It’s devastating that over 5,000 New
Zealand children are in foster care and

many arrive at their new placements
with nothing but the clothes on their
back – or what belongings they do have
in little better than a rubbish sack.
Thankfully, organisations like Foster
Hope are committed to changing this
and making the journey for these kids
that little bit easier.”
Making up backpacks to be given
to children when they are removed
from their homes, Foster Hope ensure
they are supplied with essential items
including toiletries, age appropriate
extras like books or soft toys etc – and
their own pair of new pyjamas. And, this
is where New Shoots come in!
“Obviously
like
many
charity
organisations, this amazing work
cannot be done without the support of
donations” says Hannah, “so annually,
we host a pyjama drive where anyone
in our community is welcome to drop in
a pair of new pyjamas or a donation to
enable the purchase of them.
We are collecting sizes zero to 18 and
are always very grateful to anyone who
chooses to help us help them.”
With a themed pyjama day held
recently at the Peria Road childcare
centre, the team were delighted with
donations from their families and
supporters, but encourage further
donations from community members to
be delivered no later than June 30th.
“The cost of a pair of warm pyjamas
pales in comparison to the feeling of
joy some of these children experience
when receiving them” says Hannah. “It’s
a wonderful gesture and we’d love your
support.”
 Caron Stewart.

Welcome to

REGGIES

PLUMBING AND TRADE SERVICES

SERVICES
INCLUDE
LEAKY
PROBLEMS
STINKY
PROBLEMS
PLUMBING
INSTALLATIONS
ALTERATIONS
FREE QUOTES
FRIENDLY
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

PLUS...
LABOUR ONLY
OPTIONS FOR
TRADIES!

REEGAN STEWART
QUALIFIED PLUMBER

027 933 1427

Matamata

We are your ONE STOP Water Shop!

Specialists in:

Quality Water Filtration - Whole house
and farm water issues sorted
Water Pump Sales and Service
Farm Water Reticulation Systems
Fully stocked retail store for all your
pumping & filtration needs
Your Only Swimming and Spa pool
Specialists; for all Chemicals,
Accessories and new Spa Sales

No job too big or small, we do it all.
Give us a call today.
Matamata’s only Pool & Spa Shop

We are here to help!
YOUR ONE STOP WATER SHOP

Cnr Tui & Tainui Streets, Matamata | Phone 07 888 7524 | Email: info@ag-worx.co.nz
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Let’s all work together to encourage shoppers
to enjoy our retail by allowing them to park!

hen a local resident phoned the office recently, it
wasn’t to complain but rather, invite suggestion
about the current issue with short term parking in the
central business district. It is an issue that has reared its
head for years – especially on the Arawa Street retail strip
and needs to be addressed.
“I’m not normally one to make a fuss” the gentleman
said, “but being well past my retirement years, I find it
difficult to travel too far on foot. I recently had the need
to visit my local branch of the bank and, at the same time,
take care of a couple of errands in town for my wife. After

circling a couple of times and unsuccessfully finding a
park around 10am, I thought it might be better to pop back
after lunch when the street was less busy. On my return,
several hours later, I experienced the same problem – but
of interest, I noticed several of the cars were the same
ones I had seen parked there in the morning so I have to
assume they were retail staff or those that worked within
close proximity of the CBD. My message would be, if you
work in town, don’t park in front of a business.”
Sadly, this is a very common occurrence and although
no one personally owns the car parks, it is a timely

ABOVE: Shed Boutique Style owner, Sonya Church, has also experienced issues with
prolonged parking in Arawa Street and says it directly impacts trade. “We all appreciate
the convenience of ducking into a store for a quick browse or shop” she says, “but if there is
nowhere to park as a customer, it certainly takes the shine off. Since I put it on my outdoor
sign, I have been overwhelmed at the support of shoppers and other local businesses that
make their clientele their priority. It’s really just about showing a little bit of compassion
for small businesses doing their best to survive in what is already a very uncertain time.”

reminder for businesses to ‘love their town’ and consider
alternative options in the interest of local shoppers.
Obviously the current repair of Hetana Street impacts on
available parking, but heading into the colder months is
traditionally a quieter time for retailers and, if potential
customers are choosing not to shop due to accessibility
issues, this does not bode well for continued success!
There is no immediate solution but perhaps a short walk
from parking areas such as Gouk Street, Tainui Street or
down by the old Post Office might be worth a thought!
 Caron Stewart.

ABOVE: For self employed owner/operator of Kodak & Black, Marnie Sutherland, the
difficulty of parking close to stores in the central business district is extremely evident if
a customer needs to pick up an item that, for instance, is large or heavy. “On more than
one occasion I have witnessed some close calls where people have no choice but to double
park” she says. “Not only is this dangerous, but its very inconvenient. There is ample
parking along Tainui Street for staff or employees – and the short walk might be a good
way to start your day – win, win!”

Morrinsville’s Newest Village
The Lockerbie team
welcome you to the
show home open daily
10am - 2pm

Stage Three Promotion
Purchase your new home in stage 3 at Lockerbie Village, and you will be entered in to a draw to win a luxury two-night getaway at
Huka Lodge, Taupo. This fabulous prize includes pre-dinner drinks, canapes; a gourmet five course set menu dinner each evening,
accommodation, full country breakfast each morning, and return Taupo airport transfers if required. (T’s and C’s apply)

Ready for a fresh start? Lockerbie’s brand new, independently owned
and operated Village offers just that. Uniquely situated in the heart of
Lockerbie Estate, on the edge of town, you’ll enjoy an easy sense of
community right from the start.
Enquire Now.

lockerbievillage.co.nz
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CONTRACTORS

Let our family support your family
putting customers first for 88 years & counting
aggregates | bulk storage | stockfoods | civil construction | transport

0800 4 jswap
www.jswap.co.nz

Pepper Street, Matamata | 027 218 0422 | pepperstreetkitchen.co.nz

Open Monday - Friday 7am -2:30pm
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STOCKFOODS

From huMble beginnings
“The whole world is built around rock. This goes back to the
Roman days – buildings, roads, driveways - all made from rock.”
Lewis Swap.

M

atamata business, J Swap, is built on rock. Back
in 1934 Joseph Swap began collecting gravel
with a horse drawn scoop. He’d shovel it onto a truck
and sell it to builders in fast growing Matamata. Over
time his one truck became three and was then joined
by diggers and other machinery. Now J Swap has over
750 vehicles and machines moving over three million
tonnes of product annually. Progress hasn’t always
been easy but the family’s tenacity and passion for
the work have kept the business growing steadily.
Joseph’s son David ran the company from when he was
18 years old, later joined by his brother Lewis. In 1969
they got into quarrying and haven’t looked back. 10
quarries extract aggregate year round from locations
throughout the Waikato and Bay of Plenty. Its fleet of
heavy vehicles work around the clock seven days a
week. Part of J Swap’s success is their willingness to
look for opportunities and adapt to change. In 2004
J Swap’s saw an opportunity to backload trucks with
stockfeed from Tauranga to the Waikato. This proved
a great fit leading to the establishment of a stockfood
and bulk store businesses. J Swap has five main
areas; Civil Construction, Aggregates, Stock foods,
Bulk Storage and transport, and employs nearly 500

people. Many staff have been with the company for
over 25 years, some with three generations. J Swap is
proud of this capable team and is devoted to making
a safe working environment. Despite more than 50
years in the business, both David and Lewis Swap still
enjoy the day to day work. They’re often the first to
work and the last to leave. J Swap remains a family
owned business with third and fourth generations
an important part of the team. More than 80 years
after Joseph Swap’s first load of gravel, J Swap is
renowned for integrity, quality and attention to detail
serving a loyal customer base. They focus on what
they do well in areas they know best and look forward
to the future growth of the business. It’s the dedication
of family and staff, along with a passion to serve the
community, which has seen the business steadily
grow and diversify over the years. Today J Swap is a
vertically integrated company where each division is
complimentary, with the transport division being a key
component in all operations. J Swap offer a unique
service as often they combine the product, storage
and delivery – it’s what sets them apart! From the
customer’s perspective, it is the ease of all dealings
and the reliable quality and service they provide.

“If someone had told me, when I first worked for dad, we’d be
where we are now, I wouldn’t have believed them. There’s a
new opportunity and a new challenge every day.”
David Swap.

Transport | Aggregates | Civil Construction | Stockfoods | Bulk Storage
0800 4 JSWAP | 0800 457 927 | www.jswap.co.nz
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AGGREGATES
FROM SOURCE TO COMPLETION

STOCKFOODS

S

O

ur history in aggregates goes back to our company’s
very beginning and now, J Swap are a leading aggregate
supplier in New Zealand. We have strategic sites based
around the central North Island supplying a wide range of
high quality aggregate, catering for everything from large
infrastructure projects to smaller one off clients.
J Swap owns and operates 10 aggregate quarries in the
Waikato and Bay of Plenty region, producing over 3m tonnes
of aggregate. Two of these are located in the “golden triangle”
next to roads of significance. One of the most important
quarries is Taotaoroa Quarry, located in Karapiro. It is our
first hard rock quarry, which we began quarrying in 1966.
Taotaoroa is the largest and busiest quarry to date.
Our products are used in a wide range of applications
including road and rail construction, concrete and asphalt
products for building infrastructure projects and much
more. We continue to make large investments in our sites
with our ongoing growth and are always striving for greater
efficiency.
Owning and operating hard rock quarries means over the
years we have become experts in sourcing and processing
the product ourselves – in fact our aggregates team extract
and produce a large range of products every day.
Our customers tell us they like the transparency of knowing
they can trace the product back to the source of origin, along
with the assurance it’s the highest quality. We operate a large
modern road transport fleet that offers around the clock
service to our customers, and we have the ability to deliver
large quantities in a controlled manner to drive efficiencies
for our customers.

MATAMATA METAL SUPPLIES
GEOFF DALZIEL

elling tobacco, looking after the billiard room and
sweeping up the hair of local gentlemen might conjure
up mental images of fun in the swinging 60s but, after four
years of being his father’s roustabout, Geoff Dalziel had other
ideas when offered an opportunity he just couldn’t pass up.
49 years later, he’s still pleased he did!
“I always had an interest in heavy machinery” says Geoff
Dalziel, “so after Bill Hawke offered me a job at the Matamata
quarry he had started back in 1957, I decided to take him
up. It wasn’t long before driving the loaders, bulldozers and
trucks became second nature and when, in 1986, Bill sold
out to J Swap Contractor’s, I was keen to stay on. It was
soon after this I got my Quarry Manager’s ticket and moved
into what I’ll call ‘hands on’ management!”
In typical Swap fashion, management is not about being
the boss, but working with a committed team doing the best
job they can. For Geoff, this was ideal especially as every
day is different. “Some days I’ll be called up to the quarry
face to diagnose and repair a dozer, others I’ll be running the
workshop and regularly, I’m hands on in the crushing plant”
he says. “I like to be out in the field and with part of my role
taking care of environmental control, it is crucial – now more
than ever, to ensure regular waste sampling in and around
the quarry area and down-stream to be sure it doesn’t have
any negative impact on our waterways. I can honestly say
my job is rewarding, satisfying and enjoyable – and I get to
do it every day with a great team alongside me.”
Ironically, Geoff’s wife Sue also has connections with the
Swap family having been a classmate of Lewis! “Even their
respective parents were known to party together back in the
good old days” laughs Geoff! “Who knew, all these years later,
that would continue. I’m very proud to be a part of J Swap
and, even though it’s up there with the biggest in the country,
no matter what, it’s a company that always has your back!”
 Caron Stewart.
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Storage
BULK STORAGE
Ian Wilson

STOCKFOODS

You might think overseeing bulk storage operations in four
locations around New Zealand would present its fair share
of stress, but for Ian Wilson and his team, it’s all in a day’s
work!
“Over the past 23 years since I was employed at J Swap
Contractor’s, keeping up with the times and changing
practices accordingly means solid, reliable and dependable
systems are in place” he says. “From large corporates getting
product to New Zealand and our team taking it from there,
to smaller clients requiring short term bulk storage, we have
it covered between our sites in Matamata, Tauranga, New
Plymouth and Christchurch.”
Whether its imported grains or stock food to local wheat,
barley and maize, the four J Swap bulk storage locations
are fully compliant to MPI and Australasian Food-grade
standards. Basically, once a boat docks, the company can
provide the transport, storage and delivery of all products to
all corners of the country. “I think, aside from our willingness
to go the extra mile for customers, one of the most rewarding
things about my job is the fact that our teams – regardless of
where they are in the country, are part of the J Swap family,
and treated as such” says Ian. “The old Swap mantra of ‘It’s
no sweat to Swaps’ is so much more than its service - it’s the
‘family first’ ethos and one I’m proud to be a part of.”
For Ian, who initially was employed as a relief driver
alongside farm management, the past two decades have
provided endless opportunities to successfully combine a
great work and family life balance and is something he is
extremely grateful for. “From a few transport related roles in
the early days, I worked my way up from a dispatch ‘junior’ to
overseeing bulk logistics and how to look after
bulk storage as well” says Ian. “Obviously,
along the way my wife Jane and I welcomed
the arrival of our three children (now aged
15, 13 and 11), and even though regular
visits to other sites means being away from
home now and again, when it counts
management are the first to step
in and make sure our needs are
met. That is an attitude that is
passed from the top to middle
management and, as a result,
from middle management to
all our respective teams on the
ground. J Swap is a true family
owned and operated business
where the thing that matters
most is the people. I’m proud
of the company, proud of the
people and especially proud of
the part I can play as we move
forward.”  Caron Stewart.
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Storage and logistics specialists
ADVANCED FACILITIES, UNLIMITED KNOWLEDGE

J

Swap Storage maintains large modern bulk storage
facilities located in Mt Maunganui, Matamata, New
Plymouth and Christchurch. Diversifying into bulk storage
facilities was a natural business fit for the J Swap group.
With a high capacity transport division, the bulk stores
complement the transport network and are an essential
part of the J Swap Stockfoods distribution network. They
also provide valuable storage for importing and exporting
materials, as well as seasonal products. An advantage the
J Swap group can offer customers is an integrated solution
across business divisions.
All stores are operational 24/7, and are fully compliant to
MPI and Australasian Food-grade standards. Leading edge
technology ensures accurate stock accountability for clients,
and instant dispatch record service, including weighing and
handling information.
The J Swap Storage team are qualified and experienced in
dealing with all types of quarantine material, from managing
and unloading large bulk shipments, to devanning single
containers. Strong relationships have been developed and
are maintained with MPI, shipping agents and stevedores in
all ports and locations.

STOCKFOODS
STOCKFOODS

EFFICIENT SERVICE AND SUPply
David young

working 24/7 just like you

S

wap Stockfoods are proud to be a leading supplier of
stock food supplements to sheep, beef and dairy farmers
throughout New Zealand.
Palm Kernel, Dried Distillers Grain, Golden Dried Distillers
Grain, Kibbled Maize, Canola, Tapioca and Hi Starch Pellets
are just some of the many products we offer.
Our team of specialist reps can advise on which supplement
is best suited to your herd. Every supplement has its own
nutritional benefits and we can help you make the right
choice for your requirements.
Our stockfoods division is vertically integrated, giving you
the confidence that we personally oversee the importing,
storing and delivery of your stockfood. Our palm kernel
expeller (sometimes refereed to as palm kernel extract,
or meal) is imported from Indonesia and Malaysia. A byproduct of the palm kernel oil extraction process, palm kernel
expeller has proven to be a great supplement for many farm’s
feeding regimes. We use the J Swap fleet of trucks to unload
these massive ships and cart the product to our bulk storage
facilities.
With bulk stores around the country we can ensure prompt
delivery to all areas, and knowing our stock foods are
maintained in our controlled storage facilities, assures you
the product is still top quality when it reaches you.
A key competitive advantage for J Swap Stockfoods is
having our transport division deliver feed directly to your
farm. This enables us to be responsive and we like to make
it easy for our customers to deal with us. With just one
phone call, farmers can be assured their order and delivery
is organised – and on its way!

W

ith over 25 years of experience as a dairy farmer, it’s
no wonder David Young has built great relationships
with his customers - even though they span from Tirau to
Wellsford and everywhere in between.
Now employed as a stock food sales rep at J Swap, his
introduction to the company 15 years ago was first as a
truckdriver. “Sales is my primary job” says David, “but like
many of the team here, I can be flexible when required
whether that’s as a transporter or auger truck driver, or even
an oversized load pilot. The company didn’t get this big
overnight and we all appreciate that the entire Swap family
over the years, have put in the time and dedication to make
it a fantastic place to work.
Working with farmers to obtain the best result possible
whether that’s cows, pigs, goats, deer or dry stock, around
30 different stock food options are currently available, along
with minerals to ensure optimal animal health.
“We mix and match to suit specific and individual needs”
says David, “and frequently work with vets, consultants and
computer feed calculators to ascertain nutritional attributes
in the supply of custom mixes – it’s incredibly rewarding to
work directly with farmers and have the ability to reassess
their needs and requirements throughout the year. At the end
of the day, my job is about making sure the animals are fed
as well as they can be working within the customers budget
and what product is available to suit. It’s never simply about
making a sale – J Swap Stockfoods stand behind the service
they provide – and as representatives, we strive to make the
process simple.  Caron Stewart.
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CIVIL CONSTRUCTION
STOCKFOODS

brandon Hawke & Bruce Joule

T

I

f you have a good attitude, a great work ethic and can fill
in the gaps when required, you’re going to have a long and
happy career ahead.”
This, a sentence echoed by many of the J Swap Contractors
team, is something Brandon Hawke and Bruce Joule who
work in the Civil and Construction division stand by. “Ask
me what my job title is” laughs Brandon? “Titles aren’t really
something we do around here! What I can say though, is
that every day, I’m one of the guys supporting the team by
making sure the right people have the right tools at the right
place and in good time!”
Having started his working life employed after school at
Swaps emptying rubbish bins at just 12 years old, the now
25 year old says it’s been an awesome progression over the
years, and one that with every year just gets better. “As I got a
bit older, I was washing trucks in the weekend and holidays”
he says. “Then, once I left school, I was employed full time
doing all sorts, but grew to really enjoy digger and earth works,
so naturally veered that way when I could. A lot of the jobs
at that time were farm and race work, and working with local
farmers gave me a huge appreciation for land development
and environmental sustainability. This I believe, has stood
me in good stead in more recent years when it comes to the
huge variety of civil projects we undertake.”
For Bruce, who started his career with Swaps over 30 years
ago, it’s doing something different every day that means he
just loves going to work! “This is the kind of family operated
business where, if you want to do a good day’s work, the
opportunities are endless” he says. “From top management
to the newest employee, there’s an obvious passion for
what they do and a massive commitment to do it well. All
the bosses are happy to get their boots on and work with
the team and boy, you don’t see many companies of this
size work like that. You can’t beat it - we all get top notch
training and opportunities by a bunch of really good fella’s
and honestly, I wouldn’t be anywhere else.”
 Caron Stewart.
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Infrastructure and civil project solutions
Our scope is unlimited and with no scale
no job is too big or too small

he civil division has been the backbone of the group
providing synergies between our quarries, transport and
construction. The construction arm now extends the greater
Waikato, Bay of Plenty and central regions, all managed from
our Matamata base.
It has long been recognised that our success is due to
the strength of our people and their dedication to serving
our clients well. Our philosophy is to cultivate our team
so they are both diverse and capable. Over the years we
have and continue to enjoy long term relationships built on
collaboration. As a company we provide unparalleled support
to our communities and encourage all staff to be active in
their communities too.
The civil division has at its disposal a very large fleet of late
model construction machinery. Our investment in this plant
is our biggest strength as it allows us to be self sufficient
and responsive in the marketplace. We have the advantage
of being able to undertake full service and repairs due to
our specialised workshop and in-house mechanics. We carry
most parts in-house to avoid time delays and keep our plant
fully operational. We aim to give clients confidence that our
equipment is fit for purpose with little chance of down time,
ensuring we can deliver their programme.
We strive to nurture mutually beneficial relationships where
we can add value to the project, and the community. Our goal
is to ensure we always demonstrate high levels of service
quality which are measured by our success. We are proud to
hold a Civil Infrastructure Pre-Qualification to NZTA Levels
4A and 5A, the highest available.
J Swap Civil provide solutions across a broad range of
business sectors. Our vertically integrated business allows
the civil division to provide turnkey solutions including
surveying, design, consenting, consultation, aggregate
supply, transport, construction and management.

transport
STOCKFOODS

specialist transport solutions

T

he J Swap Transport fleet is an integral division of the
Swap business. With the majority of truck and trailers
being bulk tipping alloy and steel body tippers, we are set up
to cart a huge variety of products. Aggregates, stock foods,
coal, grain, fertilisers, from a single load of aggregate to bulk
ship load of thousands of tonnes, no job is too big or small.
The transport division has grown over the years through
the dedication and sheer hard work of the Swap family
with a team of valued staff. With a wealth of specialised
knowledge, our team are experts in New Zealand geography,
products and transport legislation allowing us to be the best
at our game. Along with a team of experienced dispatchers
and drivers, we have in-house mechanics and an aroundthe-clock workshop in Matamata which allows us to be selfsufficient and keep our fleet on the road.
We are passionate about our fleet and serious about running
an efficient, safe operation. All trucks are company owned
and operated with our high capacity fleet being strategically
based around the country. This enables us continuity of
service and reliability but also reduces driver fatigue. GPS
and dispatch management systems support the 24/7
operation, but the experience and commitment of our drivers
play an important part in providing superior service to our
customers. A regular replacement programme ensures our
fleet possesses leading edge technology, including the latest
engine emission standards and safety features.
With specialist vehicles in our fleet ranging from auger
and blower trucks for efficient stock food delivery, bottom
dumpers for aggregate, small tippers and 6x6 off road
trucks, to the new generation of heavy HPMV, we are well
equipped to move vast quantities at a time. Heavy haulage
vehicles include custom built trucks and trailers allowing us
to cart any machinery from 2t rollers to diggers weighing
hundreds of tonnes, for any customer or our aggregate and
civil divisions.

three generations proud to hit the road
morgan, durham, codee & Jayden pauro

A

sk Codee Pauro if there’s a downside of following in
his father and grandfather’s footsteps and he’ll tell you;
most definitely! “Come smoko time and they’re like ‘come on
son, pull your wallet out - you’re the youngest!”
Although that’s not quite the case now that his younger
brother Jayden has taken the same path, now and again
Codee doesn’t mind shouting the odd club sammie or
sausage roll, especially given the legacy his elders have
passed on with their passion, commitment and appreciation
for the positions they hold at J Swap Contractors.
Employed as a truck driver over 40 years ago, Morgan
Pauro says those were the days where, as long as you had
an HT, you were given the keys to basically get in and go!
He travelled up and down the country carting stock foods or
aggregate and says he just loved the job. “My wife and I had
six kids and as they got older, they would come for a ride
sometimes to give mum a break, but I’ve always enjoyed my
days. The Swap family have always been really supportive
and treated all their team like family and, I suppose, with
four of us now working there, you could almost say we are!”
For Morgan’s fourth child, Durham, growing up in the
passenger seat of dad’s truck meant there was really nothing
else he ever wanted to do. “Like dad, I enjoyed the family
culture at Swaps and after starting out with a weekend job,
was employed full time as a forklift driver in 1997. Gradually
I sat the relevant licenses and was pretty keen to jump in my
first Kenworth carting around the Waikato and Bay of Plenty.
I didn’t really think back then that I would have two of my five
children decide to take up the same career choice!”
Earning “his patch” within the J Swap group at the wash pad
straight out of school, Durham’s son Codee was stoked to
get his first promotion – moving from washing to polishing.
“That might sound a bit strange” he says, “but you get to really
appreciate just what a company like this invests into their
future with state-of-the-art trucks and machinery, and you
become really proud to keep them looking good. When I was
given the opportunity to start working towards my wheels,
tracks and rollers licenses, I then worked as a loader driver
in the bulk stores before moving to the quarry. A couple of
years later I got my Class 4 truck license and got to ‘hit the
road’. I enjoy my job and the ‘everyone matters’ ethos the
whole company stands for.
The latest Pauro recruit, 16 year old Jayden, was employed
on a casual basis while still at school and has recently taken
on a full time position. “I’ve had a bit of experience on off
road tractors, trailers and a digger already” he says, “and
really enjoy the variety, support and encouragement offered
by my supervisors. I’m keen to move up the ranks and, well
as soon as I’m old enough, work towards attaining licenses
and be part of the future of a company that is literally going
places.”  Caron Stewart.
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Sustainability
STOCKFOODS

a safe, controlled workshop
we’re serious about sustainability

the environment is our workplace

T

he environment is our workplace, from quarry to
construction we understand resources, and the difference
our activities can make to future generations. Its important
to us that our daily operations are designed to ensure we
play an active role in improving the social, economic and
environmental wellbeing of our communities. We value the
responsibility we have, and work hard at demonstrating our
commitment to reducing the impact our operations have on
the environment.
Our Contracting business holds ISO 14001:2004
certification, internationally recognised for environmental
management systems so we ensure our sustainability
practices are always world class. We operate a ‘source to
customer’ business model. With our extraction processes,
storage, processing and transport networks, we are able to
improve efficiencies. This creates value for our customers
Swap is devoted to providing and maintaining a safe and
whilst reducing unnecessary energy and emissions.
healthy workplace for all personnel on site by engaging
We’re committed to applying new technologies and practices
that enable us to continually reduce our consumption of non- with the workers and ensuring sites and vehicles are
renewable resources such as diesel, electricity and gas – all maintained. needed to achieve this. Our workers are at the
forefront of our business where they are trained, supervised
of which help us to achieve a better environment.
and reviewed for the work they complete. Our Contracting
business hold certification to ISO 45001 Occupational Health
and Safety Management Systems and ISO 9001 Quality
Management Systems. We are continually updating our safe
work practices to provide clearer and safer processes for
our workers. J Swap is committed to meeting or exceeding
relevant and applicable regulations, legislation, standards
and codes of practice.

J

aggregates | bulk storage | stockfoods
civil construction | transport

0800 4 jswap
www.jswap.co.nz
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Celebrating local Rural Contractors
NZ Trainee Contractor of the Year
Matamata finalist!

E

ight finalists from Kaikohe to Invercargill have been
confirmed for the Rural Contractors New Zealand Trainee
Contractor of the Year award.
All come from the ranks of those who joined the HanzonJobs
initiative which sees trainees record their daily work experiences,
supported by employers and mentors. Finalists will now compete
for two $3,000 study awards sponsored by the Ministry for
Primary Industries (MPI).
“These are the best of the best selected from more than 100
HanzonJobs-registered trainees and thoroughly deserve their
place in the finals,” says Rural Contractors New Zealand (RCNZ)
CEO Andrew Olsen. One winner from each of the South and North
Islands will be selected by the judges. Among the four North
Island finalists is Slattery Contracting Ltd’s Waka Tuhakaraina.
“We’re really proud to be able to put this programme together
for our industry,” says Andrew Olsen. “We could not have done
it without Richard Houston who has driven the HanzonJobs
programme initiative, and MPI which backed it and now is
generously supporting the awards.”
Richard says, “The awards don’t just recognise the trainee they
also highlight the effort provided by their employers. A trainee’s
growth and development are evident in their record of work
and behind that is an employer or mentor who’s given them the
guidance and training to build experience in our industry.”
Beth Davie, Workforce Manager at MPI says, “The Rural
Contractors New Zealand Trainee Contractor of the Year awards
provide a great way to celebrate and acknowledge trainee rural
contractors, while also helping to further their learning. We’re
proud to be backing the awards, and we congratulate all of the
finalists.”
The awards are one of the ways MPI is supporting the food
and fibre sector workforce, along with other initiatives such as

the Opportunities Grow Here campaign. The next step for the
eight finalists is to meet the judging panel, taking place June 29.
Finalists will be provided with specific primary industry topics
to research and present to the judges. Both winners will receive
a trophy and training bursary of $3,000 from MPI to be used on
advancing their career and knowledge. 

When it comes to Agri Business
AonAgri has it covered.
Our rural insurance brokers have a
wealth of expertise and access to the
best insurance products on the market
to assist in the following fields:

| Crops | Horticulture |
| Deer | Sheep | Beef |
| Equine | Lifestyle Property|
| Business Interruption |
| Irrigation |
Give Julie, your local AonAgri
broker a call today.
She will work with you to find a solution
that is unique to your insurance needs.
PERSONAL | BUSINESS | AGRI

ABOVE: Pictured is Richard Houston who’s training initiative is
key to the awards.

Julie Vercoe | District Manager
2b Tainui Street, Matamata
027 572 4428 | 07 888 4670
julie.vercoe@aon.com
www.aon.co.nz

WELCOME TO
MATAMATA
We are a proud second generation
Agricultural Contracting family business
with over 60 years of high-quality service
and expertise in:

SILAGE & HAY
CULTIVATION & SEEDING
DRILLING RIG
SILAGE WRAP RECYCLING
TRANSPORT
FORAGE TRADING
134 Station Road, Matamata
Phone: 07 888 8647
www.slatterycontracting.co.nz
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Fist pumping, yelling and the
best win ever for team Dalton!

fter a lengthy time not
really being able to drive
the Polaris Pro XP due to getting
upside down back in October 21 at
a club day, we finally got it race ready
again for the WORRC March Madness at
TECT Park, only to have it catch on fire in the
second race, resulting in a lot of damage and we had few other issues
along the way! We got that mess sorted and were running again last weekend and, after
a few laps around the paddock with no dramas, figured it was good to go for the biggest
offroad enduro race of the year - the coveted Woodhill 100. We loaded up Polaris, my 15
year old son Jack’s RS1 and the Pro XP and headed North.
Qualifying went well, the car was fast and the setup was perfect resulting in a starting
position of fifth behind Tony McCall, Joel Giddy, Paul Hackett and Brian Rutgers. The
green flag dropped and it was all on. A fast gravel straight then a hard left hand turn into
the Woodhill sand, the pace was fast, I had my head down staying on the tail of Brian.
About half the way around the first lap I noticed the engine temp was high, 118 degrees,
that’s two degrees away from the motor shutting down! I backed off and slowly got the
temp down a few degrees, but this meant managing it. I became very smooth on the
throttle very quickly.
The next few laps are a bit of blur to be honest with all this going on. I was pretty sure I
was in a similar position to where a started and was in a groove, knowing where I could
push, and where I had to take it easy, to manage the temperature. The track was getting
a lot rougher which was good for me as the Pro XP is great in the rough - this is where
the CVT, not so much. I was comfortable in the car, and the laps ticked by without too
much drama. I had given Jack a wave as I moved forward! Taking part in his first enduro,
this was a little ‘proud dad’ moment in this epic race.
A few laps on, I figured I was third or fourth. Going over the start/ finish, my team said
it was lap nine and we were in second place. Brian caught me on the next lap and made
the pass which got the blood pumping - and I was off after him. By this stage of the race,
I knew where I was fast and where I could make ground using everything the Pro XP
has to offer. I tucked in behind Brian ready to pounce, and getting along at a good pace.
By the next lap we had caught Tony, and played follow the leader for a while. Coming
out the back end of the lap there was a nice wide sand straight with a couple of flowing

humps. I had taken a few different lines down there during the race in case I needed
make a pass at some stage, so I had a fair idea how that might go. Now was the time - but
Brian had the same plan and he was lining himself up to take Tony on the left, so I went
even more left with my foot right up it - a bit sketchy, the jump was ugly, but we got the
job done. Into a hard right in big sand ruts, onto the gravel road, Tony had outpaced us
both. I settled for staying far enough back that only half the stones flying out the back of
that V8 beast were hitting me!
Over the start finish line, back into the sand, I was a lot smoother through what was
now extremely rough sand drift. Tony was struggling to keep 157 straight, so I was
waiting for the moment to take advantage of this. He got caught in a rut, was a bit
sideways - I saw half a gap and shot it, made the pass and started putting space between
us. He bumped into me at a yellow flag, I got though that and made some more space.
The next few laps were about keeping my head, getting around lap traffic and
checking the mirror for that pesky yellow and black Yamaha. The car was going great.
The temperature at this point was ok, but it hadn’t been below 100 degrees for the
length of the race.
I figured we can’t have too many laps to go. I was expecting the white flag next time
over the start/finish line, but all I got was some rolled up flag, sort of stuck out, as I
passed. Not knowing if we had one lap to go or not, I stuck with the plan. Coming out of
the sand dunes, right over the back behind trees, I saw yellow and black in the mirror
again, so I started to push hard. This part of the track was slow and rough. At the end
of it was a longish straight, that had become well chopped up, but with enough pace it
became a lot smoother so I cranked the Pro XP up and held on, knowing I needed as
much gap as I could get. If this was the white flag lap Brian would be hunting me down.
There were a few cars to get around on the way, then onto the gravel road towards the
finish. I was hoping to see the checkered flag, and there it was. With some fist pumping
and yelling as I crossed the line, I’m saying to myself, “I just won the Woodhill 100” and
I think the first time it has been won by a UTV!
In closing, I must acknowledge a massive thank you to my sponsors – the team at
Dalton’s, Action Equipment and Polaris NZ – but also the Auckland Club, marshalls,
volunteers, sponsors, the Oranz Officials and everyone involved in this great race. To
my family, Stace, Lara and Jack - thank you! And finally, thanks to Phil Towler for all the
hours in the shed and the Waikato Offroad Racing Club… for just being awesome!
 Dion Edgecombe.

The next North Island Off
Road National Event is
Saturday 27th Aug at Tect
Park (Tauranga/Rotorua
direction) and is open to the
public.

Here at PLUMB.CO...
...it’s so much more than plumbing and roofing!
Do you need Heating advice? We can consult and advise, install,
repair and even sweep your chimney!

Honest & reliable service| 100% customer satisfaction
24/7 Emergency Service | 100% locally owned & operated

Warm welcome to all new residents
07 888 8147 | 0800 PLUMBCO
11a Garland Street, Matamata
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Posting a friendly rural welcome

or those new to the district – particularly in rural areas,
it’s likely one of the first people they’re going to meet
is their rural delivery contractor. Throughout our district, a
team of committed and friendly locals are the ones that every
day, excluding Good Friday and Christmas, are the ones that
will be bringing the mail, parcels and packages and of course,
various print publications. The recent June 1 changeover, more
commonly known as Gypsy Day, is an opportunity to introduce
the team and pass on a couple of tips that will ensure, as they say,
the mail always gets through!
“For all of us, the people are the very thing that makes our job
so rewarding” says Glenys Waldon, the RD Walton contractor. “I
have been on the road for the past five years and, even starting
each day with the sparrows, really enjoy what I do. Small things,
like for example, easily accessible letterboxes make our job
easier and, of course, ensure we can safely
do our job.” For Clive and Gayle Cleaver,
37 years on the job means they have got

to know the RD Waharoa area extremely well! “Like Glenys says,
it’s the people that keep us doing what we do” says Gayle. “As
long as anyone new to the district has had their mail redirection
taken care of, we’re sure to find them and, as we do every year,
we’ll look forward to meeting our new families.” Another couple
committed to doing the best job they can is Paul Hampton and
Helen Johnson. Having operated the RD2 run for 16 and 11
years respectively, working in the same industry is a huge bonus
says Helen. “We continue to have the privilege of watching local
families grow up before our eyes and, from when they are little
and come running out to say hello to seeing them as young adults
is just one of the things being in this community means. We love
what we do and its always a pleasure.”
Next time you see the bright red van pull in, give the driver a
wave and say hello. They’ll be the first to welcome you to our
community and wish you the best regardless
of how long it’s here you call home.
 Caron Stewart.

ABOVE: Pictured from left are Clive and Gayle Cleaver (RD Waharoa), Glenys Waldon (RD Walton), Colleen Vincent (RD3), Janice
Waldon-Irvine (RD1), Helen Johnson and Paul Hampton (RD2).
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Rural Support ready
to assist through
challenging times

W

hen circumstances beyond your
control lead to a rural business
crisis - financial, climatic or personal the Waikato-Hauraki-Coromandel Rural
Support Trust is ready to help.

The Waikato-Hauraki-Coromandel Rural
Support Trust is a charitable organisation set
up to work with the rural community when
times are tough on the farm or in the family.
They are rural people with a wide range of
experience and knowledge in dealing with
challenging situations, and have a number
of facilitators who will travel where they are
needed. Contact is one-on-one at a place that
suits you.
Part of a nationwide network of Rural Support
Trusts, options to manage rural challenges
include referrals to the right professional
help such as financial and farm management,
mentoring and counselling. They can also work
on your behalf with financial organisations,
government agencies and farm advisors.
“Sometimes all people need is someone to
talk to or listen to their problems or challenges”
says Matamata coordinator, Wanda Leadbeater,
“and that’s absolutely ok. Other times, during
and after extreme weather or other medium
scale or above adverse events for example, we
can access government funding and support
avenues to help people and their communities
back on their feet.”
Trust members are local rural people with
a wide range of experience and knowledge
in challenging rural situations, and their
services are free and confidential. For more
information, phone 0800 RURAL HELP (0800
787 254). You can also find them on Facebook
@ruralsupportwaikato 

Ph 07 888 7338 | office@matagj.co.nz

Welcome to Matamata - Home of Milk n Water Services
• Bore Services
• Engineering Supplies
• Farm Equipment Supplies

• Milking Systems - Installation | Repairs | Testing
• Water Systems - Rural and Domestic
• Waterpipe and Irrigation Trenching

• BOC Gas
• Farm Lubricants
• V Belts and MORE

62 Firth Street, Matamata | Monday - Friday 8am - 5pm | P: 07 888 4405
E: sales@milknwaterservices.co.nz - www.milknwaterservices.co.nz
24/7 CALL OUT BREAKDOWN SERVICED
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Proud to promote local news, local
advertising and local ownership. This
is our community and we’re proud to
keep it that way!

EDITORIAL Contact Caron:
caron@sceneonline.co.nz
0274 127 062
ADVERTISING Contact Milly:
sales@sceneonline.co.nz
027 827 4773
CLASSIFIED and
GENERAL ENQUIRIES
hello@sceneonline.co.nz
Layout and Design: Scene
Printing: Horton Media
Distribution: By awesome locals to
7,000 homes weekly!
Opinions expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of management.

88 Arawa Street, Matamata
Phone: 07 888 4489
www.sceneonline.co.nz
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CAB - what can we do for you?

e provide free, confidential,
independent information and
advice to anyone. We help people know
what their rights are and how to access
services they need. We use insights
from our clients’ experiences to show
when policies and laws and/or their
implementation are having a negative
impact on people. We work for positive
social change.
Access to public services is a human
right. The Government’s focus on shifting
public services online is excluding some
people and depriving them of this right.
Here at the CAB we are campaigning to
put people first and ensure public services
are available to everyone.
At the CAB we try to help people
to know and understand their rights
and obligations and how to use this
information to get the best outcomes, we
provide people with the confidence and
support they need to take action, and
work for positive social change within
communities and wider society.
We have a team of friendly volunteers
trained in the Citizens Advice Bureau
systems who are always ready and willing
to assist clients with their problems. We
are here to help with enquiries ranging
from the very simple matters to those
which are much more complex.
As well as providing our core service
of information, advice and support many
CABs provide a range of other services to
meet community demand. Check with us
to find out what’s on offer in your area.
CABs were established on the eve of

the Second World War, and were places
people could go to for help in tracing
missing relatives in bombed areas or
learning about the new war-time rules
and regulations that were put in place
at the time and which the general public
were expected to know and observe. But
the need did not diminish when the war
ended.
Things were changing in society with
the growth of bureaucracy, the increasing
rules around people’s rights and
responsibilities, and a general increase in
the complexity of everyday living.
By peace time the CAB had become an
essential community service, somewhere
people could go to learn about their rights
and obligations and also how to use this
information to good effect to get the best
outcomes for themselves.
The Citizens Advice Bureau on Ponsonby
Terrace in Ponsonby was the first to be
established in New Zealand - it opened
its doors to the public in October 1970.
It is still going strong and now there are
more than 80 other CABs in communities
around New Zealand, from the far north to
the Deep South.
Each CAB is an incorporated not for
profit organisation, operated by local
volunteers and has a board of elected
volunteers who plan, govern and promote
their branch. Every CAB is a member of the
national body, the Citizens Advice Bureau
New Zealand (CABNZ), and must meet a
set of standards to ensure the delivery of a
consistent and quality service.
We work with clients by listening

carefully to their concerns, and
researching their rights, responsibilities
and the services available to them. We
explain the information so that our clients
understand their options and make their
own decisions.
If you’re new to the district, or New
Zealand and need some support getting
settled then we’re here to help. Our
friendly volunteers are specially trained to
provide an independent, confidential and
free service, and have lots of experience
helping migrants. We can help access
Interpreters who work with the spoken
word and communicate orally between
two or more languages.
Our volunteers come from all walks of
life and range in age from young adult to
80+. We are always happy to hear from
anyone who is interested in volunteering
at the CAB and full training is provided.
The feedback we get from our volunteers
is that they find providing the CAB service
rewarding and purposeful.
The Citizens Advice Service is
confidential, impartial and free. You can
get in touch by phone (07) 888 8176 or the
(0800 367 222); emailing us matamata@
cab.org.nz or by popping in to see us at
“Railside” 41a Hetana St. Matamata (no
appointment needed).
No question is too small or too large. If
we don’t have the answer, we will find out
or we will put you in touch with those who
can give you the help or information you
require.
 Chris Chambers.
Matamata CAB board chair.

G V Decorators
Grant Vallis

Interior and Exterior
Decorating
Airless spraying
Wallpapering
Roofs
Waterblasting
Mobile unit for haybarns,
implement sheds, stables,
remote dwellings and fences

Our team is ready to
tackle your next painting
project, big or small.
Call me to organise a no
obligation, FREE quote
today!

Phone Grant on 021 0841 0728 or email oxvallis@gmail.com
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An introduction to
Pohlen Hospital

T

he Pohlen Hospital Trust was
founded in 1967 with a substantial
bequest from Joseph Pohlen to purchase
land and establish a hospital to meet the
medical needs of the people of the district.
It was entirely appropriate that benefactor
Joseph (Joe) Pohlen did the honours of
laying the foundation stone on March 10,
1969 as, a year earlier, he had donated
brewery shares worth $161,224 (around
$2million in today’s terms) for the cause –
the funding providing the springboard for
the campus which has become the envy
of many similar-sized towns throughout
New Zealand.
Since those early days, the hospital has
grown and developed exponentially and
today, is not only a happy and stimulating
permanent home for a number of agedcare residents, but also has District
Health Board-funded medical beds for GP
referrals. Convalescent, respite, palliative
and maternity care is also available, while
a number of visiting consultants provide
clinics at Pohlen. Pohlen’s refurbished

Pohlen Foundation Trust
P

kitchen is also the base for meals on
wheels.
At its meeting 27 August 2004 the
Trustees of the Pohlen Hospital Trust
Board initiated the concept of a separate
fundraising trust to raise funds for health
facilities, capital and equipment not
funded by any other means. The Hospital
Board established the Pohlen Foundation
Trust at its meeting of 29 July 2005. The
Foundation remains independent from
the Hospital Board, reassuring the public
that all funds raised are for facilities and
equipment that enhance the core health
system. Because of this, the Hospital
Board has adopted a hands-off approach,
allowing the Foundation to be set-up
without day-to-day control or monitoring
by the Hospital Board. The original
Hospital Trust Deed was modified in 2005
to allow for a broader scope of practice
that would allow the trust to focus on the
health and wellbeing of the community
through both their health and social
service needs. 

We service all leading whiteware brands

ohlen Hospital Trust helps provide
Pohlen Hospital with funding
to upgrade facilities and assist with
replacement of medical equipment above
its operational budget. It is independent of
the Pohlen Hospital Trust Board, however
the two work closely together. All projects
for which funds are raised are approved
by the Hospital Board first.
The Foundation trustees are all
members of the local Matamata
community. The Foundation secretary
is employed by the hospital, and works
out of the hospital premises. “We are
fortunate to be part of a wider community
which offers a high level of support for,
and participation in, events staged to raise
funds for individual projects” says trust
chair, Louise Trower. “We endeavour to

be innovative and creative with events
within our local community and rely
heavily on philanthropic grants, donations
and bequests. Local events are very
important and provide the basis for our
community relationships. These include
businesses, community service groups
and individuals, and we continually strive
to strengthen these relationships.”
Pohlen Hospital is held in high regard
by our local community, and is nationally
recognised for the range of services it
provides to the wider community. For the
Hospital’s size, the service and support it
provides to our community is second to
none. The Foundation takes ownership
for ensuring the wider community has
the best health care possible and keeping
healthcare on our doorstep. 

NO JOB TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL!
WELCOME TO MATAMATA
We can help with:

Pr��i��n� loc�� ����i�� f�� ���� 25 �e�r�

Digger with Grader Blade, Tilt
Hitch and Bucket
Ideal for larger excavation projects
Three Tonne Bobcat
Ideal for Residential and
Commercial site preparation
Truck Cartage Services
Ideal for Green Waste, Soil
and Concrete cartage

ltd
For prompt in-home servicing call:

FREE NO OBLIGATION QUOTES

07 888 4910

Contact: Ryan Payze – 027 424 7271
E: randkcontractinglimited@gmail.com

021 302 840 • service@cleaverappliances.co.nz
EFFLUENT SYSTEM Design,
installation and system maintenance.
Effluent Services covering all your
POND PUMPING, TANKING & MUCK
SPREADING requirements

REID & HARRISON

Services

Proven EFFLUENT PRODUCTS
An EFFLUENT SYSTEM right for you
EFFLUENT SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
A strong DEALER NETWORK

REID & HARRISON

& EFFLUENT SYSTEMS

PUMPS & SYSTEMS

www.rh-services.co.nz

www.yardmaster.co.nz

REID & HARRISON GROUP

High quality effluent stirrers and food
grade STAINLESS PRODUCTS by
certified stainless steel engineers.
In-house design and manufacture
capability.

A convenient ONE-STOP SHOP for
all your Effluent System needs.
We stock a complete range of effluent
products as well as typical system
accessories and fittings.

REID & HARRISON

REID & HARRISON

Stainless
www.rh-stainless.co.nz

Farm Supplies
Enter via Gate 2 Waihou St
(behind Reid & Harrison offices)

...supporting the Matamata community since 1980
Gate 2, Waihou Street, Matamata. Phone: 07 888 8224
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Thanks for the memory – Founders of the Drive

O

n your next walk through Centennial
Drive, take a few minutes to
remember the vision, dedication,
knowledge and sheer hard work of those
men and women who enabled us to enjoy
the Drive as it is today.
At the beginning of 1904 Matamata
consisted of a small railway station, a
woolshed, Benjamin Browne’s Store and
post and telegraph office, a school with
twenty or so pupils on the corner of what
are now Broadway and Burwood Rd, and
very little else. This was about to change
after the subdivision of the Matamata
Estate and the June 1904 ballot which
allocated the hundred or so smaller farms
to new settlers to the district.
It was obvious that a new town was
about to grow on this site. The plans
for the urban area were drawn up by
JB Thompson, a surveyor employed by
the Commissioner of Crown Lands, in
March 1904. In it he designated along
two sides of the township a plantation
reserve, a green belt for the planting of
trees which would shelter the township
from cold southerly winds and easterly
gales. A similar plantation had already
been established along the western
boundary by the Railway Company with
the utilitarian aim of ultimately providing
timber to make railway sleepers. Much of
this original railway plantation has since
been felled, but the core remains, thanks
to the efforts of the Borough Council and
some determined citizens who, in the
1960s, thwarted a Railways Department
plan to cut down all the trees. So we owe

a debt of gratitude to JB Thompson; it is
thanks to his foresight that we have the
Centennial Drive of today.
In the years that followed little was done
to develop the plantation reserve, though
a line of lawsonianas, all but one or two
now vanished, may have been a legacy of
early plantings. In those early days, the
demands of providing amenities for the
town, the trials of the First World War, the
‘flu epidemic and the Great Depression
left little time, money or energy for
developing the reserve. Much of it was
used for grazing for horses, still the motive
power for most forms of transport until
the 1920s, and a few dairy cows. In 1938
planning was under way for projects to
celebrate the centennial of New Zealand
in 1940. A public meeting held in the
Town Hall supported two projects, the
Centennial Baths and the development
of a Centennial Avenue in the plantation
reserve in honour of the pioneer settlers
of the district. Funding was by public
subscription and a Government subsidy.
A planting plan, incorporating a winding
drive flanked by a variety of native and
exotic trees, was drawn up by Maurice
Fitzgerald, Engineer to the Matamata
County Council. His meticulously drawn
plan, showing the location of each tree,
and the name of the person who was to
plant it, is preserved in the Archives at the
Firth Tower Museum.
Maurice Fitzgerald, the creator of the
Drive in its present form, was born in
Wellington about 1883 and educated
at Wellington College. When the South

African (Boer) war broke out he enlisted
and sailed for the Cape on 6th April 1901
with the 7th Contingent. He was severely
wounded at Langerwacht (or Bothasberg).
After the war he went to England the study
for a degree in civil engineering. He served
in the Great War of 1914-18 as a major
in the Royal Engineers. He was three
times mentioned in dispatches and was
awarded the O.B.E. (military division). By
1920 he was back in New Zealand to take
up a position as Engineer to the Eltham
County Council (Taranaki), and in 1923
was appointed Engineer to the Matamata
County Council, where he remained until
his retirement in 1948. During the Second
World War he was one of the founders of
the Tamihana (Matamata) battalion of the
Home Guard.
As well as being a skilled engineer
Maurice Fitzgerald was keenly interested
in trees and the preservation of native
bush and bird life, and donated trees for
the Matamata project. He was responsible
for the preservation of the Fitzgerald
Glade on the Tirau-Rotorua road, still a
delight to travellers today.
Planting in the Centennial Avenue was
carried out over two seasons, 1939 and
1940. Over a hundred trees were planted.
In 1939 plantings were by representatives
of pioneer families who had settled in the
district before the 1904 ballot. EC (Ned)
Firth planted a giant sequoia in memory
of his father, JC Firth, and Rangi Thompson
planted a totara in memory of his ancestor
Wiremu Tamihana. In 1940 trees were
planted by representatives of families

who had come after the ballot.
Unfortunately the Second World War
made over-riding demands on money and
manpower. The trees were neglected and
a number died from lack of maintenance.
By the early 1950s the Centennial Avenue
was overgrown with weed species such as
willow, aspen and blackberry, a dumping
ground for garden rubbish of adjoining
households, with a few ramshackle garden
sheds, a rugby training shed and even
the occasional grazing cow. Confronted
with this wilderness the Borough Council
decided that the time had come for action,
but their proposal did not meet with
universal approval.  Courtesy of the late
David and Joan Stanley archives.

ABOVE: Maurice Fitzgerald, the creator of
the Drive, donated trees for the project. He
was also responsible for the preservation of
Fitzgerald Glade.

No Shop, just BETA prices delivered
to your Farm Gate!

Locally owned and operated, we oﬀer personalised innovative dairy solutions for our
clients and pride ourselves on delivering BETA prices to your gate! As Matamata’s
authorised dealer for DeLaval, we pass on the savings to you...
...let us help you get BETA results on your farm

Personlised Innovative Dairy Solutions – 24/7
MILK – Dairy Installation and Servicing | ISO Milking Machine Testing | Milk Cooling Systems | Retro Fits
WATER – Dairy, Farm and Lifestyle Water Systems | Pumps, Tanks, Filters and Testing | Trenching
EFFLUENT – System Installation and Maintenance
AUTOMATION – Drafting Gate Installation and Service | ID Systems | Monitoring and Milk Metering
FARM CONSUMABLES – Rubberware | Dairy Detergents and Teat Sprays | Parts of ALL BRANDS
COW COMFORT – Feed Pad/Barn Products | Rubber Matting, Stalling, Brushes and Tip Troughs
SERVICES – Maintenance Engineering | Stainless Steel Welding and Fabrication

Putting our local Farmers FIRST!
Our passion is farming - Our priority is our clients.
That’s why, when you work with us, you are guaranteed
the expertise, advice and high quality service from one of
our experienced senior dairy technicians.

Welcoming all the
new farmers to our
community

Don’t just take our word for it...
“High quality farming is not one silver bullet. It’s lots of little things done really
well. Having a second pair of eyes making sure we have what we need, right when
we need it, means we can do that.” Adrian Ball - Tirau

8243 State Highway 27 Hinuera, Matamata | 2251 State Highway 1 Putaruru

Ziggy: 021 394 555 | Chrissy: 0275 394 555
Email: info@betamilking.co.nz
www.betamilking.co.nz
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The story of Firth Tower Museum

atamata Historical Society is responsible for managing,
maintaining and restoring displays, artifacts and the Firth
Tower complex. Every Wednesday 1,940 combined years worth
of volunteers roll their sleeves up and get busy! The average age

of these dedicated community members is 74 years – so if you’re
interested in helping them out or finding out how you can get
more involved, you’ll be made very welcome!
In 1865 Josiah Clifton Firth negotiated with Wiremu Tamihana,
leading to his purchase of 56,000 acres of land to establish the
Matamata Estate. This was a pioneering large scale farming
enterprise. On the headquarters site on Tower Road Firth built
a homestead, and next to it a tower – not to protect against
marauders, but it was his “folly”. He also built one at Epsom.
That original homestead was demolished by fire in the early
20th century and was replaced by the McCaw Homestead. It and
the Firth Tower now comprise the centerpiece of the Firth Tower
Historical reserve and Museum. This reserve is the result of the
foresight of Mark Madill, a farmer from Taihoa on the MatamataTauranga road. As a Matamata County Councillor in the 1970s he
saw the need to preserve the most important historical buildings
in this part of the county, which stretched just to their north to
well south of Tokoroa. And he also had the tenacity to persuade
his fellow councilors of their importance so the Matamata County
Council and the Matamata Borough Council jointly purchased the
buildings and surrounding land.
Their joint venture agreement provided for the inclusion of the
Matamata Historical Society’s historical archives and artifacts.
The objectives included a museum concentrating on the Firth
and McCaw eras and the development and growth of farming.
Over the years the Society’s collection has grown, and there has
been an increase in historical buildings moved to the site as well
as new display sheds, and they are all fully utilised. A large shed,
one of several built by Matamata Lions Club of which Mark was a
member, was named the Mark Madill Shed in acknowledgement
of his efforts. 

LEFT: Firth Tower was built by Josiah Clifton Firth in 1881-82
as headquarters for his 56,000 acre (22,600 hectare) Matamata
Estate. It still dominates this Historical Reserve which has opened
as a museum in 1978. The McCaw Homestead was built in 1902 for
John McCaw who lived here from 1895 to 1917 as manager of the
estate and later as owner of the Tower farm.

Matamata
Historical Society

Welcomes
You

FREE ENTRY
EVERY SUNDAY
VALID FROM 1 JULY 2022

Are you interested in
preserving history?
As a 100% Volunteer
based society, we are
seeking interested
locals with a passion
for preserving our
history, handy with
their hands, or have
the ability to assist
our archiving team.
If you can spare a few
hours a week, we
would love to hear
from you.
You are welcome to
come along any
Wednesday morning
up at the Firth Tower
from 10.30am for a
cuppa and a chat.

For any further information contact
Matamata Historical Society president
Belinda Rowson on 07 888 5343

Natural Stonework | Designer Schist
Brickwork | Paving | Tiling
Block-laying | Landscaping
MARK GREENWELL

P 07 888 7128 | M 027 493 5472
E magreenwell@xtra.co.nz
www.greenwellbricklayers.co.nz

We welcome all the
new families who have
joined our wonderful
community

HIGH-END | HIGH QUALITY | HIGHGROVE

e
w
p
m

hayden@begovichbuilders.co.nz
www.begovichbuilders.co.nz
07 888 4841
021 905 682

We work with leading architects and designers to help you achieve your visions and turn
your dreams into reality.
With our in-house project managers, we will manage your project from start to finish
and beyond.
From assisting with the consent process applications, to managing all sub trades to
handing over the keys, your project manager will keep in contact with you throughout
the entire process.
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WATER
Kids continue to enjoy the movement!
IRRIGATION I
EFFLUENT

Water Reticulation
Stock Water | Irrigation
Pumps



Phone Jim Oliver
021 070 2709

f there’s one thing that is absolutely impossible, it’s to
generalise and say something like “Kids are kids, they’re all
the same!” In fact, they’re not. No two kids are the same and what
excites and engages some, would be the worst thing imaginable
for others. The one thing that does seem to appeal however –
to boys and girls of all ages, are the vast opportunities offered
throughout the Scout and Guiding movement.
“In my opinion, whether its Scouting or Guiding, it’s a leveller”
says Sonia Hart, Matamata Keas Leader. “Whether a child shows
extreme potential on the sports field, music or the arts – or even
gaming and technology, once they join, they begin to learn life
skills that will stay with them for the rest of their lives. I’ve seen
the most introverted child learn to be confident and capable team
members, the most challenging children become respectful, kind
and considerate, and the super sassy kids learn to encourage
and support others. It’s rare to find a child that doesn’t engage in
activities – even those that may have been particularly daunting
or perhaps, out of their reach in normal home and school life.”
For Matamata Group Leader Bevan Coulter, his main
responsibility is the coordination of the local group committee
and whether that’s offering support, or agonising over how to
raise enough funds to ensure the cogs of Keas, Cubs and Scouts
keep turning, he’s the first to admit it’s an ongoing challenge.
“Ironically, it’s the non-financial assistance we are most in need
of” he says. “All age levels are desperately lacking the support
of parents or caregivers. When our leaders children move up
the ranks, obviously they move with them and we are finding
it increasingly difficult to find parents prepared to step up and
take their place. I’m not sure whether that’s because they think
leading a group of children would be beyond their capability, or
whether it’s a time restriction issue but it’s definitely of concern.
It’s absolutely crucial these adults realise they are fully supported
and every assistance is offered when planning a program for the
term or for instance, organising an activity for their members.”
As far as funding for our local young people, treasurer Lynette
Yetman understands the term fees of $75 per child plus associated
costs such as uniforms or off site activities can be prohibitive
for some families, but would like to reiterate there are always

options available. “We are more than happy to discuss payment
plans or other alternatives” says Lynette, “and encourage early
contact if the need arises. Likewise, we do have individuals or
business that want to offer assistance from time to time and one
of the most beneficial, is the sponsorship of a child’s term fee.
Scouting offers such a lot of beneficial experiences to our young
people and we are always very keen to encourage new members
and supporters to the movement.”
As well as life skills that include everything from camping
and the outdoors, to craft, games and team activities, Matamata
Keas, Cubs and Scouts are committed to engaging with the wider
community. “Much of what we do contributes to our children
achieving badges” says Sonia, “and boy, do they feel proud
when it comes time for their presentation. It’s a wonderful
way to encourage and grow great leaders and all enquiries are
welcomed throughout the year if Scouting is something that may
interest you and your families.”
If you would like further information regarding membership,
sponsorship or have any enquiries, please feel welcome to
contact bevancoulter@gmail.com. Keas meet on Mondays from
4.30pm, Cubs are on Thursdays from 6-7.30pm and Scouts are
Wednesday’s, also 6-7.30pm.  Caron Stewart.

Welcome to the district!

We have been servicing the community for over 50 years

DESIGN
MAINTENANCE
MANUFACTURE
INSTALLATION
SALES

24 HOUR TOTAL EMERGENCY SERVICE
Matamata: 07 888 7578 | South Waikato: 07 883 1130
54 Firth Street, Matamata | www.kingelectrical.co.nz
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Helping grow our little ladies

cknowledging the Queen’s birthday, Matamata Guides
enjoyed a right royal evening this week preparing, serving
an enjoying a high tea as part of their weekly meeting. “It might
seem like it was just a load of fun” says leader Lesley Gardner,
“but activities of this nature also teach our young woman the skill
of food preparation and presentation! Of course, it’s a win win
when we all get to enjoy the result!”
With team leaders committed to ensuring the little ladies
of Matamata have the opportunity to experience growth,
camaraderie and a scaffolded approach to creating confident,
capable and well-rounded adolescents, they are there to support
all ages, from Pippins to Brownies and Guides to Rangers, with
encouragement, assistance and training for all new leaders.
Generally becoming involved at the level of their own children,
they are the ones that plan the adventures, supervise the sessions
and, within the realms of the Guiding program, help their group
work towards completing challenges for badges and award

achievement.
New or interested leaders are always welcome, full training
is provided and always, there is a wonderfully supportive team
behind you every step of the way! You can plan activities and
adventures for your group, and outdoor fun and experiences are
fully encouraged – what a fantastic way to spend quality time
with a bunch of neat girls!
Currently sessions are as follows: Pippins (aged five and six
years) are on Mondays from 4.30pm to 5.30pm, Brownies (aged
seven to nine) are also on Mondays from 4pm to 5.30pm, Guides
(aged nine and a half to 13) are Wednesday from 5.15pm to 7pm,
and Rangers (from 12 ½ years upwards) is held on Tuesdays
from 5.15pm to 7pm. If you have daughters that are interested
in joining, or are interested in looking at what might be involved
in becoming a leader, contact Lesley on 0274 887 594. She would
love to hear from you!
 Caron Stewart.

WELCOME TO
MATAMATA
We look forward to
helping you with:

Locksmith - Commercial & Residential
Security Doors & Flyscreens
Window & Door Maintenance
Pet Doors
Full Glass Services:
- Splashbacks
- Showers
- Mirrors
- Double Glazing

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY SERVICE
MOB: 021 0233 1627

85 Firth Street, Matamata

EXPERIENCE THE SUPERIOR DIFFERENCE

SPF
Providing high quality cabinetry and joinery
at competitive prices using the latest technology.

We put the final protection on
your build.

• Free quotes

• Free quotes

• Quality guaranteed

• Interior & Exterior painting

• Kitchens and laundry cabinetry
• All cabinetry and storage
• Doors - custom and standard
• Office fit-outs

For Cabinetry contact:

For Doors & Joinery contact:

ethan@scimatamata.co.nz doors@scimatamata.co.nz
Mobile 027 2277 293
Paul 027 224 9683

• New builds - full project

management, charge up or labour
only basis

• Deck & fence staining

• Decks, pergolas & outdoor

• Property Maintenance

• Maintenance & repair work
• Builders reports
• Renovations - no project too big

• Airless spraying
• Wall papering

• Timber Joinery

Building dreams into reality with quality,
efficiency, honesty and experience.

For all your painting needs contact:

marie@spfmatamata.co.nz
Mobile 027 772 2289

landscape structures

or small

For all your building needs contact:
dean@sccmatamata.co.nz | 027 292 6590
or chris@sccmatamata.co.nz | 027 320 3929

ALL CONVENIENTLY LOCATED AT 6 BROWNE STREET MATAMATA
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Racing with Dennis Ryan
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Paul and DJ counting the days to catching up

ate July can’t come soon enough for
Hong Kong trainer Paul O’Sullivan
and his Hall of Fame father Dave.
That’s when Paul will return to Matamata
after 18 years plying his trade in one
of the racing world’s most competitive
environments. In 2004 he became the first
New Zealander to be granted a licence by
the Hong Kong Jockey Club to join the
select group of 20-odd trainers based at
Sha Tin. One measure of that accolade
is that fellow Matamata trainer Jamie
Richards has been the only other Kiwi
trainer selected since, off the back of his
extraordinary list of achievements in the
past five years.
Paul earned his Hong Kong ticket
with a CV that included 11 trainers’
premierships, wins in just about every
major race in New Zealand, numerous
others in Australia and as far-flung as the
1989 Japan Cup victory by Horlicks that he
shared with his father and jockey brother
Lance. He has prepared the winners of
more than 500 races at Hong Kong’s two
ABOVE: Paul O’Sullivan with Hong Kong Jockey Club CEO Winfried Engelbrecht-Bresges
racetracks, headed by his 2007 Hong after a feature race win at Sha Tin.
Kong Derby with Vital King and the multilayered achievements of another Kiwi- with the disruptive pro-democracy riots
“I really am looking forward to Paul
bred, champion sprinter Aerovelocity. and for the past two years the severe coming home in a few weeks,” says the
That horse, who Paul had selected as a impact of the COVID pandemic that has veteran horseman known to all as DJ.
Karaka yearling and began his career at forced racing and many other activities “Come December it will have been four
Wexford Stables, became the first Hong behind closed doors. While Paul and years since I saw him, which is a long time
Kong-trained horse to win Group One his Sha Tin colleagues have been able to being able to only talk on the phone. I’m
races in three separate jurisdictions – his continue training activities, it has meant here by myself most of the time, so it’s
complete isolation from others, notably going to be great to have his company.
own as well as in Japan and Singapore.
Life in Hong Kong has in recent years his New Zealand family and most of all, his
“I’m keen to sit back, watch and see what
been more challenging than ever, starting father.
he wants to do, that will be a bit of fun,”

added the iconic trainer who retired in
1998 and is now in his late 80s. “Paul has
never been someone to do things slowly,
he likes to keep himself busy, so it’s going
to be interesting.”
Speaking from Hong Kong where his
final race meeting will be on July 16, Paul
has already stated that one thing he won’t
be doing is renewing his New Zealand
trainer’s licence. “No, I’m happy to leave
that to others. No doubt I’ll get along to the
track to catch up on my mates, but that’s
as far as it goes. And in my mind there’s
nothing worse than an ex-trainer giving
advice, so you can count me out there.
“Getting the chance to train up here
was the best thing that ever happened to
me. There’s no better opportunity in the
world, but the time is right to call it a day.
It’s actually a decision I made four years
ago, it was easy at the time and while the
lockdown we’ve had to endure the past
couple of years has not been easy, it didn’t
have any bearing on where I’m now up
to. My time has come, I’m 62 and it’s a lot
easier going home now rather than waiting
until I’m 66,” he added in reference to the
HKJC’s stipulated trainer’s retirement age
of 65.
“That’s going to be great, catching up
with Dad after so long, I can’t wait. And
once I’ve caught up with the family, the
next thing I want to do is to go for a drive
around the farm. I know there’s plenty of
work to do there, so that’s going to keep
me busy.”
 Dennis Ryan.

NEXT-GENERATION

R A N G E R
Bigger, Tougher, Smarter
Meet our smartest, most capable,
most versatile Ranger ever.
Designed for over 180 countries,
this is the pick-up truck the world
will turn to for work and play.
Get ready to unlimit your Ranger
life.

COMING SOON - ORDER NOW
64 Firth Street | Matamata | P: 07 888 7127
Monday to Friday: 8am - 5.30pm | Saturday: 9am - 2 pm

Vaughan Nowell: 027 497 7645 | Paul Dean : 027 484 0339 | Aaron Mather: 027 321 8235
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Racing with Dennis Ryan

T

Matamata Racing Club takes another big step
into the future

he combination of forward thinking
and future proofing that have for
decades been a hallmark of the Matamata
Racing Club are again evident with the
decision to purchase one of the region’s
most successful training establishments.
Originally known as Wexford Stables
when founded in the early 1970s by
iconic trainer Dave O’Sullivan, in more
recent times it has been the base for
Kevin Hickman’s Valachi Racing. The
opportunity to purchase the property,
which comprises 5.4 hectares and current
stabling for more than 60 horses, arose
with the recent decision by the Hickman
family to divest of their extensive stud
and racing properties. This follows close
on the heels of the sale of the 600-acre
Valachi Downs to Wellington businessman
and former Blandford Lodge co-owner Lib
Petagna.
In a statement, the Hickman family’s
company Valachi Downs gave its seal of
approval to the MRC’s purchase. “We are
pleased that the property with such a rich
history of racing success will be utilised to
support local trainers for generations to
come and wish the Matamata Racing Club
every success.”
When the property came on the
market, the MRC conducted due diligence
and decided that given it adjoins the
racecourse, it would be fit for purpose
in meeting the needs of trainers seeking
additional stabling in close proximity to
club training tracks and amenities. The

ABOVE: The Matamata Racing Club has purchased the adjoining property originally
known as Wexford Stables and most recently owned by Valachi Racing.
development over the past 20 years of the while examples of the model elsewhere
five-barn, 152-box stabling complex on has been the dominant Cambridge
current MRC land has been a success for partnership of Murray Baker and Andrew
all parties, and given continuing demand, Forsman.
“The days of trainers, especially the
the timing was opportune to expand on
younger brigade, having the resources
that model.
Club-owned stabling has a long history to set up and maintain their own stables
in Australia and other racing jurisdictions have diminished significantly over recent
and in more recent times has likewise years,” commented MRC Chair Julie
become more accepted – indeed expected Caldwell in announcing the purchase. “As
– of racing clubs in New Zealand. The well as playing our part in encouraging
MRC’s first 40-horse barn was occupied the next generation of trainers, it’s now
by John Sargent following his return from almost an expectation of racing clubs such
Malaysia in 2002 and was pivotal to his as Matamata to include readily accessible
111-win premiership title a decade later. stabling in their overall training facility.
“The Matamata Racing Club has a proud
Jamie Richards prepared the majority of
his multiple premiership-winning Te Akau history of acting in the best interests of
team from on-course barns at Matamata, not just its own community but the overall

Hello and welcome to Matamata.
Lisa Hawke, Insurance Broker
Local knowledge
Pop in and see us, we
are on the main street of
Matamata and I have
been with Vercoe
Insurance for over 20
years!

Kelly Chevis, Broker Support

New Zealand racing industry. The fact that
over the past three years more than half
of New Zealand’s Group One races have
been won by horses trained at Matamata
says a lot about the quality of the training
facilities the club provides. We can’t rest
on our laurels though, which is why we
see the addition of such a significant
holding as an important step in not only
maintaining our own position but also
continuing this club’s contribution to the
wider industry.
“Alongside the announcement by
NZTR of substantial stakes increases
and the establishment of a significant
infrastructure fund, the MRC believes it
is more than keeping pace with industry
needs and expectations.”
The MRC will take possession on
August 1, and the meantime the MRC will
endeavour to identify trainer tenants and
allocate their portion of existing stabling.
Further development of additional horse
accommodation will take place in due
course and as demand warrants.
“Matamata’s location in the eastern
Waikato places it within an hour’s drive of
all Waikato and Bay of Plenty racetracks
as well as being in easy reach of Auckland
and outlying regions such as Hawke’s
Bay, Taranaki and Manawatu,” added
Caldwell. “The MRC welcomes inquiries
from trainers – both within local ranks
and from elsewhere – wishing to take
advantage of the opportunities offered by
our latest acquisition.”  Dennis Ryan.

Welcome to Our District

Louise Benns, Business Development
& Marketing Manager

No call centres
If you call us on our
landline 9 times out of
10 you will speak with
me, not an answer
phone or call centre.

Supporting locals
We are incredibly proud
to continually donate to
local schools, events,
sports clubs and
charities within our
community.

Let's talk about your
farm insurance.
Farm Assets
and Vehicles

Liability
Insurance

Milk
Contamination

House and
Contents

67 Broadway, Matamata
07 888 5550
matamata@vercoes.co.nz
vercoes.co.nz
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Welcome to
the district

Rural
Give our experienced team a call for all your rural and lifestyle real estate needs

Jack Van Lierop
027 445 5099

Glen Murray
027 488 6138

Property
Management

Julianne Allen
07 888 5677

Gavin Van Lierop
027 534 0198

Rex Butterworth
021 348 276

Call our award winning
team for all your rural
and residential
rental advice

Denika Cawker
07 888 5677

Link Realty Limited, Licensed Real Esate Agents REAA 2008
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Peter Begovich
027 476 5787

Ngaio Greaves
027 839 3040

Fishing Report

H

i. Have you ever heard
the saying “Be careful
what you wish for”? Oh ok,
so it wasn’t you who asked
for all this rain? Ha ha, I didn’t think so!
Seriously though, the rain was much
needed and it has been mild do the grass
has grown setting most farms up nicely.
As you can imagine the rivers and
streams have had a real flush out. I have
lived where I am for over 20 years and that
would be the second to highest I have seen
the Omahine and the Waiumou. This can
have a positive effect on the fishing once
it settles down again. At the end of June
most of the local streams close to allow
the trout to spawn. The one main one that
stays open is the good old Waihou and it is
fishing well.
In the Rotorua area the trophy lakes are
only open for a few more weeks. They will
close on the first of July so get down and
have one last crack at them. On all of the
Rotorua lakes the smelt numbers have
been quite good. This means the food
supply for the trout has been good and the
end of season fish are in great condition.
For a bit of excellent sport, the fly fishing
on the smaller streams flowing into Lake
Rotorua is going very well.
In the Taupo region the big old lake
herself is fishing well. The feedback I
have has is all very positive from the
early morning harling to jigging and deep
trolling. The best results though, seem to
be trolling out off the river mouths. To be
fair, you would expect that at this time
of the season. The trout are sitting off
there waiting to head into the rivers for
spawning. On that note, many would have
already done just that so the rivers will be
holding some fresh run fish and offer you,
the angler, some very good fishing.
Over to the sea and the might west coast.

Chris Bungard - Matamata Sportsworld
The most obvious thing being caught over
west at the moment is some great big
doses of frustration! Yes, good ole Mother
Nature is doing her best to disrupt our
fishing over there – big seas, high winds
and grumpy bars to best avoid! When the
weather allows though, Dwayde Pinny’s
advice is to get out there! On Dwayde’s
last trip they loaded up with some very
nice snapper, and in excellent condition he
tells me. I also had a guy call into the shop
who got some big snapper just off Manu
Bay in only 17m of water.
Up to the Coromandel and there are very
good numbers of snapper all through the
farms and the surrounding areas. Now,
having said that and before you go charging
up there with too higher expectation,
there are many, many small ones among
them. We headed up there last week and
could literally have filled the boat with
snapper around the 30cm mark. All things
considered though, we got plenty to bring
home and the grandkids had a ball.
Over the ranges to the Mercury Bay and
Bay of Plenty region. As you can imagine
there hasn’t been much to report with
the weather the way it has been. John
Ellwood who runs the charter boat, The
Whai around the Merc’s, tells me he is
happy with the snapper numbers around
the area. John particularly loves the
straylining at this time of the year.
Over in the Bay of Plenty the weather
has been the biggest hindrance at the
moment. Having said that, local fisho
Glen Clothier got out with the troops the
other day. Fishing east of Motiti they did
ok and headed home with some happy
grandchildren. Well done team.
Down to the east and all eyes are looking
out for those mighty Blue Fin Tuna. As
soon as the weather allows, get out there
– they will be!  Happy fishing Bungey.

Scene around...

Boxing sensation!

O

ver Queen’s Birthday weekend, Alex
Mukuka (26) of the Walton Boxing
Club showed why many consider him the
most exciting amateur in the country.
Already the New Zealand featherweight
champion and short-listed for the
Commonwealth Games, Alex won the
North Island Golden Gloves title by
stopping both his opponents in Taupo.
Mukuka has now stopped no less than
seven opponents in the second round.
“It’s not good enough,” joked his coach, Dr
Raymond Richards, “What’s wrong with
the first round?”
Because no opponent can last the
distance with him in New Zealand, Boxing
NZ is seeking to bring over the Australian
champion to show that Mukuka should
be selected for the Games. “In my view,
Alex is the best pound-for-pound amateur
boxer in New Zealand,” said Raymond.
“If the selectors want medals, then they
should tell Alex Mukuka to get ready to fly
to Birmingham.” 
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ABOVE: Walton boxer Alex Mukuka is
pictured with his coach, Raymond Richards.
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Don Brown

Excavators Ltd
Your earthworks and drainage specialists

Welcome

New Farmers
To Matamata
| Bulldozers
Grader Roller | Loader | Scoop
Machinery Transport | Trucks
Excavators

You have a choice when selling or purchasing property
when contracting a suitable land agent. My motto is to
"Work with the vendor when selling their property, not
merely for them."
Let me be your agent of choice.

Trevor Kenny

Rural & Lifestyle Specialist

021 791 643

trevor.kenny@pggwrightson.co.nz

office@donbrown.co.nz | www.donbrown.co.nz

07 888 7417 | 0274 855 453

I am happy to come and chat about your real estate needs anytime,
with a confidential and no pressure attitude.
www.pggwre.co.nz PGG Wrightson Real Estate Limited, licensed under the REAA 2008.

Helping grow the country
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Scene sports...
KAIMAI RUNNERS
Kaimai Runners arrived at the Brady’s
farm at the bottom of the Kaimai for a run/
walk. Members were greeted with a heavy
downpour just before leaving for shortened
hour run. Once we were off the thunder
and lightning came, but the brave carried
on up the hill on the race, before downhill
to the huts. Two other groups went into the
native bush before carrying on to the road.
In the lead group Richard Orr, Glenn Valler
and Rod Orr. The second group consisted
of Jenny Bridgland and Gill Hampton. The
first group of runners that went to the
huts was led back by Jenny Brady and Viv
Parker. First walker home for the was Dave
Mitchell. The club thanks the Brady’s for
welcoming us to their farm for the event.
This Saturday the club is heading up the
Thames coast to Waiinu Beach for a run/
walk. We will be car-pooling from Herries
Park, Te Aroha at 10am.
MATAMATA 8 BALL ASSN
Pool Results for 23rd May: Oko 9 v RSA 6,
Workies Bar 8 v Green Parrot 7, Trust 10 v
M/M Club 5.
MATAMATA WOMEN’S GOLF
Plenty of golfers are continuing to turn
up enjoy their day at golf on Tuesday’s.
The competition of the week this week was
LGU, Nett medal rounds. This competition
is played in 3 divisions and includes the
Saturday players. In Div One, the winner
today, and recipient of the Robert Harris
voucher, was Sheelah Lamb with a 70 nett.
Second was Faye Mathews with 73, then
Catherine Brown with 75. In the second
division the winner was Pam Gillies,
followed by Leonie Tisch and Brenda
Whitehead. The third division was won by
Shelley James with a 74 nett, followed by
Gill Hazlehurst and Colleen Brewer. The
scramble was also won by Sheelah with 38
pints, or points: second was Jo McKinnon

hello@sceneonline.co.nz
with 36 points. Faye was next with 35, then
Shelley with 34, new granny Catherine
with 33, Chris MacKenzie with 32 and
Arlene Joe with 31. Winner of the Sen Sushi
voucher the lucky Kay Gooch.
MATAMATA GOLF CLUB
Queen’s Birthday Day Golf Tournament.
Sincere thanks are extended to
our tournament sponsors, Venture
Developments. Men’s Gross: Richard
Wright, Matamata (69), Jack Trower,
Matamata (76). Ladies Gross: Susan
Hancock, Mt Maunganui (83), Pam
Anderson, Matamata (86).
Stableford
scores: Gareth Gorham (38), Leonie Tisch
(37), Richard Wright (36), Joe Comer (36),
Robin Joyce (36). 99 golfers from 20 golf
clubs participated.
MCPHERSON CONTRACTORS
HINUERA 30 – TE RAPA 29
By contrast Hinuera were more fired
up than opponents Te Rapa on a sticky
wicket at St Andrew’s Park. A re-jigged
back row of Terry Kopua (No. 8), Angus
Kelly returning from injury and Ricky
Davis were a thorn in the side. Another
constant was the successful fielding of long
kicks by Elliot Davies and Tom Mortimer.
Scott Bonenkamp made up for his charge
down kick conceding a try by staying deep
in the pocket to receive Te Rapa’s kicks
and returning the favour with the wind
at his back. Hinuera had gone four games
without success. Naturally they were
chomping at the bit. The visitors opened
the scoring with a Scott penalty in the
second minute. Te Rapa replied with a gift
try minutes later to lead 7-3. Hinuera built
momentum with short passes from a line
out Tiki Kaukau burst across. 8-7 Hinuera
in the 12th minute. Te Rapa replied in
kind to draw ahead 12-8 fifteen minutes
gone. In fact, both teams were employing
similar tactics of fast rucks, recycling the

ball into eager hands. Jake O’Reilly was an
enigma. Supposedly beginning the season
as assistant coach for the B team, he now
finds himself helping brother Toby, slotting
in at second five eights – and scoring tries.
As he did again on Saturday with a try in
the corner, Hinuera 13-12. Te Rapa scored
and converted, 19-13 in the 27th minute.
Back came Hinuera with a try to Terry
Kopua, Scott converting from wide out. 2019 in the 30th minute. The last 10 minutes
was all Hinuera with unconverted tries to
Dillion Taukiri and Scott. Half time Hinuera
30, Te Rapa 19. Light, cold rain fell at the
beginning of the second spell. That went
away but not in intensity on the pitch.
Hinuera’s line out was working better than
in previous weeks with Aaron Simmonds
Jaden Verryt working in tandem. Hinuera
almost added to their total but was
penalised for a double movement. Josh
Hedge made a break from broken play with
Terry Kopua in support. He was later to
be heard geeing the boys up. Te Rapa was
perhaps overdoing the long kick downfield
tactic which Tom Mortimer and Elliot
Davies gobbled up under no pressure.
Hinuera went scoreless in the second spell
playing into the wind. By contrast, Te Rapa
closed to within a point with a converted
try and penalty, 30-29. The game closed
with the visitors camped in enemy
territory. Ricky Davis was Player of the Day.
Next week home to Southern.
REID & HARRISON UMS A 5
HAMILTON OLD BOYS 26.
If the flash city boys thought that their
country cousins were simply going to roll
over and hand them a nice easy win, they
were sadly mistaken. While the score line
looks quite convincing for the home side,
UMS were always in the fight. Old Boys
opened the scoring with a try after fifteen
minutes brought about by sustained attack

but the visitors defended well up to this
point. Former All Black Adam Thompson,
Old Boys player -coach was controlling the
lineouts and set the tone for his forward
pack. The game travelled up and down the
muddy field with both teams trying to play
dry weather football. It was from a strong
set piece that the ball was put through
the backs until Tana Tuhakaraina broken
the line and gave a perfect pass for Epeli
Lotowa to score wide out. Gradually, both
teams decided to use the kicking option to
gain territory with UMS fullback Bergerson
having the better of this duel. His defence
and security under the high ball was
outstanding. As the match wore on however,
Old Boys seemed to become increasingly
frustrated and there were some nasty off
the ball incidents. One such attack saw
the Old Boys lock red carded, while Dan
Pearce was yellow carded for retaliation.
It was a curious outcome as the Old Boys
player was sent off but his team received
the penalty. It’s the first time this scribe
has seen a player sent from the field yet his
team rewarded with this sort of advantage.
Tautau Kapea continues to impress in the
midfield as does Allen who directs play
well. Sonny Hirini was industrious when
he came on in the second half as was Les
McIroy and Brayden Porteous. Winger
Lotowa looked dangerous each time he
touched the ball and could well have been
awarded a penalty try for sustaining a no
arms tackle when in the act of placing the
ball. There is no doubt Old Boys had the
better team with a monster forward pack
but UMS can be proud of their efforts and
seemed to have plenty of running and
attack left in them at the end of the game.
This will hold them in good stead as they
take on the two top teams over successive
weekends. Next week home to Hamilton
Marist. 

2021 Overall Service
Excellence Winner
Second year in a row

Mitsubishi Motors
Diamond Dealer
AWARD WINNER 2021
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WELCOMING
Kelly Hudson to the Matamata
Residential Sales Team.
Kelly is moving into a partnership position
with residential salesperson Julie Dare.
Kelly has recently stepped up to sales role from a
Personal Assistant position at Bayleys. During her time
as a Personal Assistant she has gained beneﬁcial skills
and knowledge of real estate and will be a valuable
part of the sales team.
Kelly moved to New Zealand 12 years ago after
marrying a New Zealander and feels privileged to call
Matamata her home. Kelly loves working with people
and is looking forward to achieve their dreams of home
ownership as part of the Bayleys Matamata Team.

LIST YOUR PROPERTY
WITH ME THIS WINTER
AND BE IN TO WIN A
$500 NOEL LEEMING
VOUCHER*
*TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY. SUCCESS REALTY LTD,
BAYLEYS, LICENSED UNDER THE REA ACT 2008.

021 024 76869 | kelly.hudson@bayleys.co.nz
SUCCESS REALTY LTD, BAYLEYS, LICENSED UNDER THE REA ACT 2008

Glenda O’Sullivan 027 222 8119
glenda.osullivan@bayleys.co.nz

The team that gets results!

Bayleys are in boots and all to welcome you to the Matamata Piako District.
Call the team with over 100 years combined experience, the team that gets results!
Bayleys Matamata 07 888 8850 | info@bayleysmatamata.co.nz
SUCCESS REALTY LTD, BAYLEYS, LICENSED UNDER THE REA ACT 2008
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Kids page...

Proudly supported by

www.sceneonline.co.nz

Cow Trivia

Cows are creatures of habit and they
don’t like change to their daily routine.
If a dairy farmer is running late, cows
will often moo to let the farmer know
he or she is off schedule!
Cows’ hooves are trimmed to ensure
that their feet don’t hurt. It’s like
getting a pedicure, minus the nail polish!
Cows don’t sweat. We sweat to keep our
bodies cool; but since cows don’t sweat
they prefer to live in the shade and
keep cool.
Cows drink lots of water, about a
bathtub full every day.
Did you know cows
can smell something
up to six miles away!
Cows are curious and
inquisitive and seem
to enjoy music.

Welcome
To
Matamata
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Spot 8 differences

Clubs up Close...

www.sceneonline.co.nz

BEFORE
THE COLD
SNAP HITS

Matamata Fishing Club

I

f you’re new to town and love to drop
the odd line, then Matamata Fishing
Club has your name written all over it!
Based at Matamata Gun Club on
Mangawhero Road, tournaments are held
every month with a real focus on getting
out there and exploring all our lakes,
rivers and streams have to offer. Weighin’s are held on the first Sunday of the
month from 4pm to 5pm and with a family
friendly atmosphere, it’s the perfect place
to meet new friends and enjoy a good yarn
about the one that got away.
Established in 1990 after a few likeminded people got together and discussed
the idea of a local fishing club, Tom Carly
and Chris Bungard took the discussion a
step further and organised a meeting for
interested parties.
The idea was well received and as they
say, the rest is history!
For the following 16 years, Chris was

president of the club which went from
strength to strength with a motivated and
dynamic committee working alongside
him.
Fast forward 25 years and again Chris
took on the role of president and says
that aside from a hardworking committee,
the support of extremely generous local
sponsors keeps membership close to 400
every year - with a strong contingent of
juniors.
“I think the thing that has kept the club
so vibrant is the family first attitude”
says Chris. “We celebrate, support and
encourage our juniors and are very
fortunate to incredibly generous sponsors
that love to reward their efforts.”
If you would like to find out more, pop
in and see the team at Sportsworld and
they’ll be happy to point you in the right
direction.
 Caron Stewart.

RIGHT: Kevin Ladd - accidentally called Grant last week... sorry Kev, must have had
an old lady moment... anyway, he is now correctly pictured with a couple of the beauty
snapper caught by him, his skinny little partner in crime, Nicki and her equally toned
and gorgeous sister Deanna! Big shout out here to F45, the girls are looking fab and
yes Kev, definitely you’re punching above your weight my friend!
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Agony Aunt...

S

hello@sceneonline.co.nz

o, you’ve just arrived in
Matamata. Let me state
you’ve already made three
very wise decisions.
Firstly, you’ve moved to
the best small town in
the country, secondly,
you’ve picked up Scene
newspaper and thirdly,
and most importantly,
you’ve decided to read my
column!
Let’s have a look at the
advantages of the choice you have made
to move to Matamata. It’s a great little
town with an abundance of excellent retail
and service facilities. It is centrally located
so that 45 minutes in any direction gets
you to a myriad of places. It also gets you
almost to Taupo and halfway to Auckland
so you have picked a wonderful location.
A short trip over the Kaimai gets you to
arguably the best beach in the country
but you do have to negotiate Tauranga, or
God’s Waiting Room as it’s affectionately
known. It is also a bit of a gateway to the
picturesque Coromandel Peninsular.
Perhaps the best attribute to our little
village though, is its people. You will find
everyone friendly and welcoming, apart
from me of course. If you continue to read
this column you will discover that perhaps
I’m not the best advertisement for our
townsfolk. I can get a bit judgemental and
a tad opinionated from time to time.
You will like Scene a lot. It’s a paper full
of local news and is always positive which
begs the question why they continue to
print some of the crap I write. You will be
able to find out everything that’s going on
in our fair town plus all the advertising

for any service you may
require. There is another
local publication that will
appear in your letter box
which is excellent if you
want to read about what
the MP for Manurewa
has to say or the
‘good neighbour’ from
Kaikoura who may find
it a bit tricky to lend you a
cup of flour, but I’m sure these
people are all nice. Somehow
however, I doubt any of them have set
foot in our town, so what they have to say
seems a bit pointless to me.
There are literally dozens of clubs and
organisations for you to join. Practically
any sport you like is catered for from fishing
to hunting and pilates to parachuting
- oh and my personal favourites, three
golf clubs within ten minutes drive plus
multiple fitness centres and dozens of
eateries for you to choose from.
For those looking for work there are a
number of retail and service industries
that may provide what you are looking for
and we have a reasonably stable climate
where it doesn’t get too hot or too cold.
All in all you are to be congratulated
for moving to Matamata. Make sure you
join in and join up so you get to meet the
locals. If you run across me however, don’t
judge the town’s inhabitants based on the
rudeness you can expect from a grumpy
old bitch with too much time on her hands
and an opinion on everything from sport
to politics. Keep reading Agony Aunt
though... it’s the best of your most recent
decisions! See you next issue.
 Annette Gaine.

Sunday Service Time: 9.30am
Streaming YouTube Channel:
St Andrews Matamata
Oﬃce phone: 888 7242
oﬃce@standrewsmatamata.org.nz

New arrivals...

ABOVE:
Koby
Kerekori
Tuhakaraina was born on May 29
and weighed 6lb 7oz.

Classified...
FOR SALE

PUBLIC NOTICES

FIREWOOD
Hurry…
Limited supply. Shed
stored, hot mix, $100m. Ph
Mike 0273 641 228.
GLUTEN
FREE
Beef
sausages available now at
Meat Company, Broadway
Matamata.
I’VE JUST been on a oncein-a-lifetime holiday. I’ll
tell you what—never
again.
POND PLANTS plentiful.
Kaimai Garden Centre,
Northern
Boundary,
Matamata township.
WHOEVER said “It’s not
whether you win or lose
that counts” probably lost.
SEED POTATOES Kaimai
Garden Centre, Northern
Boundary,
Matamata
Township.

CREATE A Talking Point.
Self-portrait
workshop.
Matamata Art Society. Ph
Margaret 07 888 4955.
MATAMATA JU JITSU Club.
Self defence for juniors
and seniors. Ph David on
027 231 2606.

BIRD FEEDERS Great
selection. Kaimai Garden
Centre,
Northern
Boundary,
Matamata
Township.
WANT TO KNOW how to
revent sagging? Just eat till
the wrinkles fill out.

ABOVE: Ira Axis Shepherd Payne
was born on June 1 and weighed 8lb
3oz.

TREE LUCERNE packs
only
$3.95.
Attracts
native pigeon and bees
to your property. Kaimai
Garden Centre. Northern
Boundary,
Matamata
Township.

FOR SALE
GLUTEN
FREE
Beef
sausages available now at
Meat Company, Broadway
Matamata.
YOU KNOW IT’S time to do
the laundry when you dry
off with a sneaker.
HOUSE PLANTS Kaimai
Garden Centre, Northern
Boundary,
Matamata
Township.
SELECT FROM our area
of shrubs marked at
only 1/2 price. Kaimai
Garden Centre, Northern
Boundary,
Matamata
Township.
DON’T SWEAT petty things
and don’t pet sweaty
things.
PEOPLE SAY that money is
not the key to happiness,
but I always figured if you
have enough money, you
can have a key made.

PET FOOD!

Thoughts from the bible

L

ord Jesus, your love is like dewdrops on the
grass – refreshing, nourishing, soothing and
life-giving. Wash over us Lord, bringing goodness and beauty
to the human lives we live. Cleanse us of all that is unworthy
of the name of Christian. Light up our lives like the glinting
drops of dew upon the grass. Amen.  Lalla Loeffen.

We have premium
raw pet mince
from only

5 .95

$

per kg

Broadway, Matamata
Phone 07 888 8957

Sunday Service 10am. All Welcome.

COVID - THE GIFT THAT KEEPS ON GIVING
BY REV ANDREW EVANS - ALL SAINTS ANGLICAN CHURCH

A few weeks back, my family hosted a rather
unwanted guest as we were thrust into Covid
isola�on. First my younger daughter went down
with the bug and then, a few days later, my wife.
As someone who is comfortable with his own
space and company, I really enjoyed the previous
lockdowns, but I can now say, with some
convic�on, that being thrown into personal
lockdown (when one is not sick) while the rest of
the world is just carrying on with life is not fun at
all! The only way for me to deal with it was to be
as busy as possible – so I cleaned the camping
gear, garden shed, garage and veggie patch much
to the bemusement of my sick family members.
The thing that astonished me about the
experience was how quickly the community came

to our aid – people stepping in to assist with our
hockey and church commitments, folk bringing
food, treats and shopping, others a phone call or
an email checking in. It was quite an
overwhelming experience!

an occasion for service. As Covid con�nues to run
through the popula�on of our town, all around us
are people whose lives are being disrupted as
they are forced into isola�on. Each one of these
represents an opportunity for us to share grace,
love and kindness. Suddenly, the words of Paul
As I reﬂect on this, I realise that crises (whatever begin to make sense:
form they come in) oﬀer a unique opportunity for
people to live out the command of Jesus to ‘love
your neighbour as yourself’, more pointedly, ‘love
“Do not merely look out for your own
each other as I have loved you.’ This
demonstra�on of love is, by default, also a
personal interests, but also for the
demonstra�on of our love for God. How good is
interests of others.”
this?!?
Suddenly my perspec�ve is changed, I no longer
see Covid as a nuisance and a threat, but rather

Facebook LIVE at 10.30am
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Philippians 2:4

Classifieds...
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DEATH NOTICE

70th ANNIVERSARY

PUBLIC NOTICES

AUTRIDGE: Toby Graeme
Ran his last race on, 5 June,
2022, aged 60 years.
Treasured
husband
of
Debbie. Dad of Josh and
Taylor, Chloe and Ian and
Brookie. Poppy of Winnie,
Wyatt, Wylder, Bella and
Monster. Son of Bob and the
late Gloria. Brother of
Stephen
and
Lynley.
Son-in-law of the late Nev
and tea maker for Margie. His
final dismount has been held.
Toby’s service was live
streamed please refer to
www.watersonsfuneralservic
es.co.nz
under
Funeral
Services and Tributes tab for
the link. All communications
to the Autridge family c/- 6
Tamihana At, Matamata.

Platinum
Anniversary

Matamata Country
Music Club

CLOTHING ALTERATIONS
CLOTHING ALTERATIONS,
Zips/Hems and repairs.
Phone Carol on 07 888
9303 or 027 292 2189.
WORK WANTED

]� stl

��d�

�

cleoners

The Window Cleaners,
residential and commercial.
Glass and joinery cleaning.
Phone Jane for a quote on
021 857 851
Locally owned and operated
with a smile
STORAGE
MATAMATA SELF
STORAGE

Hassle free storage – here
when you need us.
Completely accessible,
secure, pest controlled
multi sized units.
Ph 07 888 7137.

STORAGE short or long
term. Houselots + + +
Sunnypark Storage. Ph:
0274 753 478.

SUNNYPARK
STORAGE
Long or short term
storage options
House lots, furniture,
document storage.

Ph: 0274 753 478
VEHICLES indoor covered
vehicle storage AVAILABLE
NOW! Long term at
Sunny Park Storage Ph
0274753478.

2

Rawhiti Lounge, Matamata Club
@ 11.45am $15pp

Sunday, June 19
12.30pm
RSA Club Rooms

BISSET SWINDLEHURST
Bruce and Betty

Speakers: Matamata Piako District
Councillors
Please use masks • Elections and Raffles
Bookings Essential
Phone Shirley 07 880 9338 before
Friday 17th June

WORK WANTED

Married 14 June 1952
Amazing 70 years side
by side loving, caring
and supporting each
other.

Houses Wanted
for removal

Matamata
Athletic Club

Great prices offered

AGM

Congratulations

REG AND FIONA
Brian and Deb!

beat

Call today: 07 847 1760

PUBLIC NOTICE

MISSING - LOST

Our beloved 6 year old
boy Archie has been
missing since Saturday
28th May from the
Tawari Street area, but
could be anywhere.
Archie is black & white,
very friendly and is
microchipped.

If you see Archie
please phone:

0274 601 583
SITUATIONS VACANT

Tuesday, June 21st
at 7pm
The Merchant of
Matamata
All welcome
For enquiries, phone:
Clare 021 046 2194

MATAMATA

Toy Library

A•G•M

Wednesday 29 June, 7.30pm
Merchant of Matamata

ALL WELCOME
Come along and find out
what we are all about.
Join up or volunteer to
support us in various roles.

SITUATIONS VACANT

DAIRY FARM ASSISTANT
Fixed Term

Full time position for 6-8 week period starting early
July milking 240 cows in Okoroire area. Could suit
retired farmer or person with experience.

Matamata Club Inc.
The 101st Annual General Meeting of
MATAMATA CLUB (INC)
will be held in the Matamata Club,
Rawhiti Lounge, 13 Rawhiti Avenue on
Sunday 26 June 2022 at 2:00pm
Business:
1. To confirm the Minutes of the Annual
General Meeting, held 27th June 2021
2. To receive and adopt the Annual Report and
Financial Statements
3. To elect a Patron, President, Vice-President,
two Board Members, an Adjunct Committee,
and an Appeals Committee
4. To appoint an Auditor
5. To set Subscriptions for year commencing
1st April 2023
6. General Business
NOTE: In accordance with Rules 13.5 a, b and
c, nominations must be deposited with the
General Manager at least two (2) days before
the Annual General Meeting.
Nomination forms are available from the Club.
It is preferable to provide any General Business
matters in writing to the General Manager by
Friday 24th June 2022
D Oliver
GENERAL MANAGER

Please call or text Alan on 027 311 2437
or email osbas61@icloud.com

PUBLIC NOTICES

SITUATIONS VACANT

Are hiring Drivers
Class 2 Drivers License and good
work ethic required
Phone for further information phone:

Dog Registration and
Stock Call Out Fees 2022/23

Governance Support Officer

0274 118 689 or 07 888 4322

Council has set the following dog control fees
for the 2022/2023 registration year.
Full Registration Fee
$120
Replacement Tag
$2

Are you…

PART TIME BARPERSON

• Looking for an admin role with lots of variety?

POSITION AVAILABLE
• Looking for a workplace with great
staff culture?
Are you experienced in hospitality and looking
• Looking for a new and exciting challenge?
for a new challenge whilst taking pride in
• We’re looking for someone like you!
providing excellent service? Are you able to work
nights and weekends?
You will provide governance support to elected
send a C.Vforto:
membersPlease
with responsibility
agendas and
We’re looking for someone who is friendly,
minutes, alongside providing administrative
manager@matamataclub.co.nz
with a
enjoys meeting people, is enthusiastic, can think
support application
to the Strategic
Partnerships
and form
completed
for
employment
on their feet and loves problem solving. Would
Governance Team. This role will see no two days
which you can download from:
suit University student.
the same – with opportunity to gain insight into all
https://www.matamataclub.co.nz/wp-content/uploads
Duties include:
aspects of local government. This is a full time
/2020/01/Application20for20Employment.pdf
Cash handling, point-of-sale, booking functions
(40 hour per week), permanent position based in
our Te Aroha Office.
and conferences, able to work as a team player.
General Managers Licence and full driver’s
We are looking for a team player with excellent
communication skills, a strong administration
licence perferred.
background, a “can do” attitude and someone
Email covering letter and CV to:
adept at multi-tasking. Prior minute taking
manager@matamataclub.co.nz or
experience would be an advantage.
Phone 07 888 7060

The following rebates where applicable, can be
deducted from the registration fee:
Responsible Owner’s Rebate
$15
De-sexed, or working, or
Dogs New Zealand Rebate
$30
No Complaints Rebate
$35
Payment after 31 July 2022 will result in a 50%
penalty fee.
You may also be issued with a $300 infringement fine
for keeping an unregistered dog.
Dog Impounding Fees
First Impounding
Second Impounding (per registration year)
Third and subsequent impounding
(per registration year)
Daily sustenance
Microchipping

So what can we offer you? A varied role working
within a supportive team environment, learning
and development opportunities and a range of
employee benefits. So if you want to work in an
organisation that prides itself on great people and
great results apply today!

Applicants for this position must have NZ Residence.

CLEANER WANTED

A permanent cleaning position for 15 hours per
week, 3 hours per day Monday to Friday.
The position includes:
• Vacuuming carpeted floors
• Wet mop vinyl floors
• Dusting workspaces, benches etc
• Other tasks as listed in job description
We seek someone with an eye for detail. Relevant
experience is preferred. The position commences as
soon as possible.
For an application pack email:
principal@tepoi.school.nz or download from the
school website: www.tepoi.school.nz

Stock Call Out Fees
During Office Hours
After Hours
(per call out inclusive of mileage)
Impounding Fee (per head)
Daily Sustenance (per head)
Plus all associated cost
(i.e. transport, advertising)

The role of Governance Support Officer is required to
be fully vaccinated. The successful applicant must be
able to demonstrate proof of being fully vaccinated by
producing their vaccine pass in accordance with our
Covid-19 vaccination policy.

$50
$80
$125
$12.50
$60
$125
$175
$50
$6

All the above fees are inclusive of 15% Goods and
Services Tax.

Apply for this position at
www.joinourteam.co.nz and enter the
job code 19523MTS.

To advise us of any change of address, contact
details, dog ownership or for further information,
please email info@mpdc.govt.nz

Applications close midday Thursday
23 June 2022.

D J McLeod
Chief Executive Officer

Applications close by 3pm 28th June 2022

Thinkers, Learners & Citizzens

M10905

FREE
Sexual
abuse
counselling in Matamata,
Monday - Friday, also
general counselling with
cost negotiated at first
visit. Contact Lynn on
021 267 8682. MNZAC,
ACC Sensitive Claims
Counsellor.
CURTAIN
CLEANING
Drapes, Roman blinds.
Removes mildew. Guthrie
Bowron, Matamata, 17
Arawa St. Ph 888 8119.
FREE to give, free to take.
Used plant pots/punnets.
Kaimai Garden Centre.
Northern
Boundary,
Matamata Township.
KEY CUTTING Biggest
selection. Guthrie Bowron,
Matamata. 17 Arawa
Street. Ph 888 8119.
VENETIAN
BLINDS
Cleaning & repair. Guthrie
Bowron, Matamata, 17
Arawa St. Ph 888 8119.

AGM & Members Luncheon
Monday 20th June, 2022

M10909

PUBLIC NOTICES

A special meeting for the adoption of
Financial report only for 2021

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES
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Trades and Services

www.sceneonline.co.nz

ADVICE

BUILDER

CURTAIN CLEANING

ENTERTAINMENT

CAFE

DECORATING

FARMING

Matamata Citizen’s Advice Bureau
is confidential, impartial and free!
41a Hetana St,
Matamata
Railside By the Green
Ph: 07 888 8176
matamata@cab.org.nz

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Ltd

In home service and
repairs for all your
whiteware and home
appliances

Personalised Innovative Dairy Solutions

Workshop drop off repairs available by
arrangement.
Call 07 888 4910 or text 021 302 840
Email: service@cleaverappliances.co.nz

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS

Ziggy: 021 394 555 | www.betamilking.co.nz

CARTAGE

FARMING

DECORATING

62 Firth Street, Matamata. Ph 07 888 4405

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS

CLEANING

DECORATING

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS

CLEANING

EARTHWORKS

For ALL your automotive WOF,
SERVICE and REPAIRS

MATAMATA CLEANING SERVICES
Specialising in carpet cleaning and window
cleaning
Senior discounts available.
Contact your local professional
Phil Metcalfe
Ph: 027 283 0825
chrissie.phil@gmail.com

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS
NOW DOING

• residential fencing
• Tree and stump removal
• Post and rails
• Site maintenance
• post and pole augers

FINANCE

Free
Quotes

 

COMPUTERS

ELECTRICAL



FIREWOOD

NO FIX,
NO CHARGE!
Since 2001

• New PC’s and Laptops
• Sales and Repair
• Small or medium business IT solutions
• Onsite support – guaranteed service
• Conversions of VHS to CD/DVD
22 Arawa St, Matamata
Mon-Fri: 9am – 5pm
07 888 5930 | 021 028 89558
www.hurricanecomputers.co.nz
Nayan Ahir

BUILDER

CONTRACTING

BUILDER

CONTRACTING

BOBCAT SERVICES
TRUCK CARTAGE
DIGGER SERVICES
“No job too big or too small!”
FREE QUOTES
Ryan Payze - Director | P: 027 424 7271
E: randkcontractinglimited@gmail.com
R&K Contracting 2019 Limited
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F I R E W O O D FA C T O R Y

FREE DELIVERY - WIDE RANGE
0800FIREWD (0800 347 393)

WWW.FIREWOODFACTORY.CO.NZ

ELECTRICAL

GLASS & GLAZING

GLASS & GLAZING

Trades and Services

www.sceneonline.co.nz

HEAT PUMPS

PAINTING

Call us for:
• Heat pump supply, install,
cleaning and servicing.
• Supply and install roof ventilation systems and ﬁlters - ALL BRANDS

ADVANCED AIR MAINTENANCE
CONTACT GLENN: 022 340 1220

gmednz@gmail.com

HEAT PUMPS




 

•   •  
•

    
 

PLUMBING & TRADE SERVICES

REGGIES

PLUMBING AND TRADE SERVICES

REEGAN STEWART

LEAKY PROBLEMS
STINKY PROBLEMS
PLUMBING
INSTALLATIONS
AND ALTERATIONS
FREE QUOTES

SIGNWRITING

LABOUR ONLY OPTIONS FOR TRADIES

VEHICLES | BUILDINGS | SIGNAGE
HEAT PRESSING FOR APPAREL
TONY GULBRANSEN
027 623 7989

PRINTING

STORAGE

PROPERTY CARE

STORAGE

027
933 1427
reggies.pats@gmail.com

PAINTING

Why spend tens of thousands on a roof
replace when you can book a professional
roof respray at a fraction of the cost!
Also offering Commercial & Residential
interior and exterior painting.

Sam 021 0866 5905
plastersam@gmail.com
www.reecepainting.co.nz
HOME HANDYMAN

PAINTING

DO YOU NEED A HANDYMAN?
• Interior and exterior odd jobs
• Hanging TVs, art, mirrors etc
• Waterblasting
• Kit and/or Flat pack installations
• The little things when you never know who to call!
• And... I’m a fully qualified plumber

REEGAN STEWART

027 933 1427

REGGIES

PLUMBING AND TRADE SERVICES

Free quotes!

HYDRAULIC SERVICES

•
•
•
•
WORX
•
Servicing Matamata-Piako District •
FREE QUOTES
•

DIN GO
MATAMATA

Residential & Commercial Painters
Exterior & interior painting
Plastering & Wallpapering
Dustless Sanding System
Airless spraypainting

Phone Phillip 07 888 8942
Mobile 027 6061 821

PLASTERING

CHAIN TRENCHING
ROTARY TRENCHING
BACK FILLING
HOLE BORING
STUMP GRINDING
BUCKET WORK
LEVELING

Owner Operated | Prompt Reliable Service
Contact: Derek Coppard 027 280 3640
derek.kathc@gmail.com

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

GIVE US A CALL ABOUT
YOUR HYDRAULIC HOSE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

Preserve and Protect your Property
with Tailored’s superior storage units

24/7

Contact: 0800 437 088 • admin@tailoredstorage.co.nz
31 Rockford Street, Matamata
www.tailoredstorage.co.nz

027 812 6632 | ma�minky@icloud.com
LANDSCAPING

STORAGE

PLUMBING

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

STORAGE

Experience + Care = Excellence
www.kaimaipropertymanagement.co.nz
Contact us on 027 208 8669

PANELBEATERS

PLUMBING

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

STUMP GRINDING

PANELBEATERS

PLUMBING

PROPERTY SERVICES

TRUCK FOR HIRE

See us for all your Insurance Repairs
• Panelbeating
• Plastic Welding
• Windscreens
• 24 Hour Towing
& Salvage

• Section cleanup specialists
• Stump grinding & brush chipping
• Waterblasting/House washing
• Driveways and paver cleaning
• Gutter cleaning
• Hedges & small to medium trees

23 Waihou Street
07 888 7831

PLUMBING

ROOFING

WHEELIE BIN

• 240L Rubbish Bins and Green Waste Bins
• Bins washed EVERY empty
• 4, 7 and 9m Skip Bins
• Town or Country collections

Phone for further information on:

07 888 4322
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We welcome all the new farmers to our community
We look forward to being your first choice for all your motorcycle needs

SALES

Bryce and Phil

WORKSHOP

Kevin, Peter, Ross, Nathan and Lisa

We service all major brands - specialising in farm bike servicing
Pick up and delivery service available - CALL LISA TODAY!
Proud stockists of Yamaha, Suzuki and Kawasaki
What ever you need, we’ve got you covered!
11 Tui Street, Matamata | Phone 07 888 7604

www.philsmotorcycles.co.nz

Welcome to the new farmers
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